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COMBINED KAGNF.TIZATION OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS
Introductory Note 
. Electrical machinery and transformers are usually supplied with 
voltages which are so nearly sinusoidal that the iron cores are magnetized 
under conditions of sine-flux. In some oases it is also possible to
magnetize the core material under sine-current conditions* Both of these 
oases constitute single-frequency methods of magnetization and the nature 
of the iron losses which occur are well known.
In much equipment, however, the iron is magnetized simultaneously 
from two or more sources, whose frequencies may not be integrally related, 
The nature of all cases of multi-frequency magnetization and the iron 
losses which occur are not widely known and there is little literature on 
the subject.
The various conditions of two-frequency core magnetization are 
considered as the magnitude and frequency of one component is altered.
The effects of phase difference between the two component frequencies upon 
the time-average iron-loss power can only have significance when the two 
frequencies are integrally related. Accordingly the cores were magnetized 
at f^ and nf^. The values of n which were used for the main investigation 
of combined magnetization conditions were 2 and 3. Throughout all these 
tests the core® were magnetized under sine-current conditions to enable an 
adaptation of the standard transductor connection to be used. In this way 
the individual or total cor© loss components Gan be directly obtained. It 
is found that as the phase angle is altered, large variations are obtained 
in the individual loss components. These variations are investigated for
various values of ..agueSizing force over a complete range of phase a: (le. 
Of special interest are the conditions which give a reduction in the core 
loss at either frequency tinder combined magnetization when compared with 
the corresponding single-frequency values.
To enable an estimation of cor© loss conditions to be obtained 
theoretically, the B-H relationship for the oore material-is defined to 
include the effects of hysteresis loss. The loss is then obtained for 
various conditions of combined magnetization which is compared with the 
corresponding single-frequency case. The theoretical conditions consider­
ed in Part I are investigated practically in Part II, Originality is 
claimed for the presentation of the comprehensive series of results under 
two-frequency magnetization and also for the method of core connection to 
enable these to be simply measured,
Th© work was carried out in the Electrical Engineering Department 
from 1947 to 1952, The author wishes to thank Professor B, Hague, D,Sc., 
for much helpful encouragement during this period and for permission to 
utilize the equipment of the laboratory. Dr, J,E. Parton is also thanked 
for many helpful discussions during the course of this work.
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION.
For circuit calculations involving magnetic materials it is often 
permissible to replace the actual relationship between the core flux-density 
and the magnetizing force by a single-valued function relating B and H.
While this sirnpli 1cation enables normal mathematical methods to be used in 
the solution of non-linear circuits, it completely ignores the effects of 
core loss. The magnitude of this loss for some of the modern core materials 
is relatively snail and the a cove assumption does give a satisfactory 
solution, e.g. in magnetic amplifier circuits. For standard core materials, 
however, this loss cjannot be neglected and it is the object of this work to 
investigate the oore-loss conditions whioh occur when a magnetic material is 
subjected to combined magnetization.
A typical hysteresis loop for a core material is shown in Fig, 1. The 
loop extends between the limits £ Hra of the magnetizing force which varies 
cyclically.
Fig. 1.
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It should be noted that the magnetizing fore;© vrave contains only one 
maximum and minimum per cycle, i.e. the wave is not re-entrant.
When the wave possesses a number of maxima and minima, then a complex 
hysteresis loop will be formed due to the presence of minor loops. A 
typical loop formed by a magnetizing fore© h = coscot +  hgo-.sbot is shown 
in Fig. 2.
Complex loop
Flux density Magnetizing force
Fig. 2,
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Tli© magnetizing force wav© has subsidiary minimum values at h* and
It hi 12,
h and subsidiary maxima a t h  and h « The absolute maximum and 
minimum occur at £ Hm* The formation of the minor loop (A) may be 
readily followed with reference to the magnetizing fore© wave* Consider 
the sequence of operations from + Hm* The magnetizing force is 
decreasing with a corresponding decrease in B until h* is reached, when 
h increases and traces out the portion CDE of the minor loop* After
m
the subsidiary maximum at h tie magnetizing force decreases to a value 
equal to h" and traces out the section F.FC of the minor loop, which is 
now closed* Thereafter further change in h traces out the main, loop 
until the next subsidiary maximum is reached*
It is obvious from the complex loop shape that a single-valued 
function cannot now be used to represent conditions in the magnetic 
taste rial* Bee ours© must be made to expressions which represent the
complete loop before any circuit calculations for combined magnetization 
conditions can be carried out* It must be assumed that the general form 
of the minor loops will be the same as the main loop obtained under 
single frequency magnetization for the same amplitudes*
The normal mod® of operation of a saturable reactor comprises a 
special case of combined magnetization, when one of the components has zero 
frequency*
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CHAPTER 2*
TYPES OF WO-FRBQUEICY LOOPS#
W im  a magnetic material la subjected to a magnetising force 
h » h^ cos(cat +^) 4- h^ osCnarfc + f)
The form of the hysteresis loops produced depends on the values of h^, 
&n* a, <f and f  .
Case 1. ha a= 0
The normal single frequency hysteresis loop is formed. As a) is 
increased, a family of loops will be produced (neglecting any effects 
due to ©ddy-ourrents). This will be considered as the basic loop 
generated at a frequency ^  in the following cases#
Case 2. hj ^  hn n < 1 > J
The resulting magnetising force wave is shown in Fig, 3 when a 
slightly lower frequency magnetizing force wave is combined with the 
basic -wave.
h
Fig. 3.
5The maximum magnetizing fore© varies cyclically between h^ + hn and 
• hjj and over on© complete cycle of the magnetising force a series of 
half loops will be traced out, all differing slightly* (The undulations 
in the magnetising force wave will occur at the higher frequency, i.e. f^). 
The resulting loops formed are shown in Fig. 3.
' Case 5« ^1 s n < 1 > h
This is the limiting; value of case 2, since the magnetising force 
varies cyclically from a maximum value of (hn + h^) to zero. This 
causes the hysteresis loop to take the form of a spiral, which vanishes 
when the total magnetizing force reaches zero and then develops a similar 
curve outward as the magnetising force is increasing (Fig. 4).
h
Fig. 4.
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Case 4. h ^  n < 1 > J
The basic loop amplitude is considerably reduced and the resulting 
loops formed will be similar to Case 2, except that the undulations in 
the magnetizing force wave will occur at the frequency of the component
Case 5, h^ n > 1
This condition sets up loops which are almost identical, except 
for the low frequency shift as shown in Fig, 5*
5
Case 6, n >  2
For this case, the value of should not be very much larger than
hn (say * 2hn) • Minor loops will be formed under this condition of
X*
magnetization, provided that the h wave is re-entrant, A typical loop 
is shown in Fig, 6,
X' For the required conditions to cause minor loops to be formed, see 
Chapter 3.
- 7' -
h
; cot
Fig. 6.
If the two frequencies of magnetization are not locked together, the 
minor loops will not he formed at the same point on the main loop in each 
cycle, but will drift round the low frequency loop. Obviously, as the 
frequency of hn is increased the distance between adjacent rainor loops 
will be decreased, Du© to the different rate of change of hj_ between 
zero and maximum values, the minor loops tend to be longer near the 
maximum value of hx when compared with the corresponding loops in the 
neighbourhood of zero h.
If idie total magnetizing force is defined as h * hxsinwt + hnsin mot 
then the maximum number of complete minor loops which may be formed is 
(n - 1).
As the magnitude of ha is reduced, the amplitude of the minor loops 
is correspondingly reduced and this causes the minor loops at h » 0 to 
disappear. Further reduction of hn causes more minor loops to disappear 
until Case 7 is reached.
8Case 7. hi $> hn n ^  2
• 7.
For this Case, the total magnetizing force wave is only re-entrant 
at values near maximum positive and negative h. This causes the few 
very small minor loops, as shown in Fig. 7, to he generated. As hn is
reduced to zero, the ‘basic single frequency loop is obtained.
Case 8. n = 0; >  hQ ; h0 + ve .
Fig. 8.
This is the mode of operation of the saturable reactor cores used 
in magnetic amplifiers, roagnetic modulators etc* No minor loop is 
formed, but the main 1 >op is unaymmetrical due to the presence of the 
d.e, component of magnetization* If the polarity of the d.c. 
component is reversed, then the loops shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are altered 
to give Figs. 10 and 11.
a - 0 ; hj, > hQ ; hQ - Te .
h
- 10 -
n = 0 ; hx < h0 ; h0 - ve .
Pig, 11,
In the preceding general cases, the two imgnetizing forces acting 
on the magnetic material were at frequencies fq and where fpt /  nfi, 
n an integer* For the purpose of calcinations and experiments in 
Parts I and II, the general, cases of combined magnetization which will 
be considered in detail require that the condition fg = nf^ will hold. 
This implies that for a given phase position between the two magneticing 
forces the minor loops will always occur at the same point on the major 
loop, i.e, the hysteretic phenomena are singly periodic* This 
condition will be obtained if the frequencies of the two sources 
energising the cores ©re electrically locked together. The necessary 
circuit details to obtain this synchronization are considered in Part 
II, Appendix (b).
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CHAPTER 3.
EFFECTS OF PHASE CHANGE.
Let the total core agnetizing force wave be defined as
h = Tin (cot +f\) + hnsin (no?b + <fr,)
which may be simplified to give
h = h^sinwt + hn sin (i&rb + n 0 )
(n is assigned to be an integer of value>l).
The phase angle of the higher frequency component will be considered a 
variable. This enables all possible phase positions to be obtained when 6
varies betw en 0 and 2JL ensured with respect to 0)t, It should be rioted
that after & has been increased by ^  the total loop vdll have the same
shape, with minor loops in the same relative positions as previously. To
illustrate this, a loop is shown in Fig, 12(a) when a magnetizing force
h = h^ s incut + hg sin (3cot + n 9) (where $ * 0) is applied to a core. The
correspending loop when d s shown in Fig, 1,1;(b).
Fig. 12(a)
h = h^ sin out + hg sin 3 orb
Fig. 12(b)
= h^ sin wt + h3sin (Scot +2x)
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During this change of phase angle the minor loops moved round the 
major loop, as shown in Fig* 12(b)*
It can be seen that a complete cycle of changes will be effected if
the fundamental is moved radians, the higher-f r equenoy component remain­
ing fixed*
In the following sections the magnetising force will be expressed in 
the general form h 3= h^sin (ot + f) + ha sin not, the phase angle change be­
ing considered with reference to the fundamental quantity* In the 
experimental tests (see Part II) the phase of the fundamental is altered 
with respect to the higher frequency component*
As the frequency of the magnetizing fore© ha Is increased, a larger
number of minor loops will be formed, and the quantity by which the
fundamental phase angle must be altered to give one complete cycle becomes 
smaller and smaller. This Indicates a smaller range of minor loop move­
ment along; the major loop before any on© loop position is repeated, ^hen
the frequency of hn is greater than ten times the frequency of hq-, the
*
phase clang;© effects have practically disappeared*
Conditions for minor loops to be formed.
Case 1. n large
Sine© the phas© effect is negligible, let the magnetizing force be 
given by
h « h^coscot + h^cos n ot u)
As shown earlier, the last minor loops to disappear are those in the
^ For experimental results, se© Part II, Chapter 2.
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vicinity of th© major loop tips, thus correspondingly, they are the first 
to b© formed, When th© amplitude of hjj, is reduced, any two adjacent minor 
maximum (or minimum) values of total magnetizing force tend to reach a 
common value, which implies that there is no change in slop© between these 
points* Tli© minor loop at that point will disappear when this condition 
is reached.
The minor loops will first appear where « 0, This occurs at
Hjjjgx but, as shown in Fig. 13, this does not give a minor loop point for 
the magnetization condition of Equation 1. The first minor loop will be 
formed when ncot = %,
Fig. 13
dhTh© value of ^  =-(.oh]_siix;jt - nwhn sin mot a 0 and the conditions for
which the minor loop will just disappear ar© given when sin n cot « -1.
i.e. hj_ sin cot « nha
* U)t » sin~* ****** (2)• • TTJ* v y
If -^ji>l all the minor loops are formed in the cycle, since there is 
no real solution for cut in (2),
14
Case 2 ihen n is small*
The assumptions made in Case 1 are no longer valid and th© magnetizing 
fore© must be defined as
For given values of n and k, equation 4 must be satisfied to enable 
minor loops to be formed, but oare must be taken to distinguish between the 
absolute maximum and minimum values of h and th© intermediate ones, which 
define the minor loop positions.
The value of k must be always real and from equation 4
k * - sin (qrfa +p )
n sin n o t
* -sin (cot + (p) ^  q 
* * n sin n orb
As shown earlier, the first minor loops to be formed are those at the 
tips of the major loop, corresponding to a magnetizing force
h as h-^  sin cot + hn sin n orb (5)
h * h^ cos (cat ♦ <f) + hj^  oos neat (3)
Let hn = k hx (k > 0)
(4)
1
(6)
If the value of k is such that minor loops are just formed, then as 
the phase angle <f is altered by ~
h * h^ (oos cat + k oos m>t) (7)
the minor loops will disappear. If the value of k is altered to k# such 
that minor loops are formed for equation 7, then as the phase argle is 
altered the minor loops will continue to be formed for all values of f  • 
Equations 6 and 7 define the range of k for a given n to cause minor loop 
formation for one value of <f or for all values of <f * It should be noted 
that k7 > k.
Case 1.
Minimum value of k to cause minor loop formation at the tip of
the major-loop.
fh© case when n « 3 will be considered in detail . bet the 
magnetizing force wave be
h * sin cut + hg sin Scut from (5)
* hj sin o>t + kh^ sin Scot (hg » kh^) (8)
giving two minor loops for suitable values of hg.
’ = <^1 + Soihg cos S cct a 0
* • at
• cos oat + Sk cos 3 oat « 0 • •
* oos oat (l « 9k) + 12k cos® oat « 0 * • *
. *• cos oat = 0 (9)
i.e. oat t» '•r corresponding to (a) the subsidiary minimum value h » h^ •» hg 
when hg is large enough to cause minor loop formation* (b) maxi um value 
of h when h3 is small, i.e., when no minor loop is formed.
Also cos tot ss / 9k «* 1 (10)
v/ 12k
For minor loops to be formed, this must give a value of oat /  ^  
corresponding to conditions in Fig. 14(a)*
k must be greater than i  (t<* v « 1 ^* * ?  * 'A1 K a ■ji wt s and th© h wave is not
re-entrant).
- 16 -
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From equation 10 the value of tot at which the first minor loop
eoiMicmces to be formed may be obtained for a given value of k. This loop 
/ u
ends when 0 = % - tot. The second minor loop is formed when & = (% + cot)
and ends at 6 = (2k - cot).
As th© value of k is varied over the range 0 -*■ 1, the peak value of the
core magnetizing force v\:>) alters. Values of H^, 9 ^ 0*, the start and
finish of the first minor loop are given in the table below for values of k*
<X5
 ^is• 15,
Variation of peak magnetizing force.
- 1? -
k
9k - 1
12k e e Hm
0 90° 90° hl
0*111 0.0 900 90° 0.889hq
0.15 0.441 63° 50* 116° 10* 0.867h^
0.2 0,575 54° 54* 125° 6* 0 . 8 7 %
0.3 0,684 460 git 133° 9* G.920hx
0.4 0.738 42° 27* 137° 33* 0,993^
0.5 0,765 40° 6* 139° 54* l*078hx
0.6 0,784 38° 22* 141° 38* 1.16611X
0.7 0.794 37° 26* 142° 34* 1.254hx
0.8 0.806 360 is* 143° 42* 1 . 3 4 %
0.9 0.813 35° 36' 144° 24* 1.44%
1.0 0.817 35° 12* 144° 48* • 1 . 5 3 %
Very large 0.866 30° 150°
)no minor loop 
)^
 tl M «
n.
For the magnetization conditions of equation 8, Fig# IS shows that 
under combined magnetization the value of Bm 3a less than h^ over th© range 
of k>0<0,41, while minor loops are formed only over th© portion of this 
rang© for k > 0#111# It is, therefore, possible that over a portion of 
this range there m y  be a reduction in low frequency loss under combined 
magnetization. (See Chapter 4)#
Case 2.
Minimum value of k to cause minor loop formation at any point on
the major loop.
To obtain this condition, th© magnetizing force i® given by equation 7 
(where n * 3),
i.e. h * hi cosctft + h3 oos Sorb
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* (oos cat + k oos Scot)
Hh b 0 « sin tot + 3k sin 3<ot
12k sins tot - (1 + 9k) sin (fit * 0
sin cot » 0, i.e. ot « 0.
# •
this gives maximum value + hg 
Also
ITT 
J li
(11)
sin ot
9k
12k
(12)
For sin cot < 1 the minimum value of k which satisfies equation 12
is 1 + 9k = 12k (sin cot * l), i.e., k > i  .o
Provided k > ^  minor loops are formed for this condition of
magnetisation. The value of obtained is always greater than the low
frequency component h^* Values of Hm, 0 and 0 , the start and finish of
the first minor loops, are given below for values of k.
k 1 + 9k e e' Hm> l2k
0 i - - l-.Ohj
0,333 I 90° 90° 1.33%
0,4 0.98 78° 31* 101° 29* 1.40h^
0.6 0*955 72° 44• 107° 16* 1,501^
0*6 0.94 70° 31* 109° 57* I *6h^
0*7 0*931 68° 36* 111° 24* 1.7hi
0*8 0,924 67° 31* 112° 29* 1.8*1!
0*9 0,918 66° 38* 113° 23* 1.9h!
1.0 0.913 65° 66* 114° 4* 2.Ohx
Very
large
n
0.866 60° 120° "h
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tt k  >:i  mnor loops are formed for any relative phase angle <f 
when the magnetizing force is h * sin (orb + (f) + kh^ sin 3cot.
Similar results my he obtained for the case when n = 2.
Let h a hx oos ojt + hg cos Sorb.
This gives a minor loop situated at the lower tip of the major 
loop as shown in Fig, 16, It should be noted that the loop is no 
longer symmetrical*
Fig. 16*
* toh]_ sin cot + 2(oh.2 sin 2cot
sin cot + 4k sin 2o;t = 0 (hg = khj, )
^  Conditions for zero slopes i) sin cot = 0# i.e*, cot = 0* 
This gives the maximum value of s.agnetizing force Hm = h^ + hg*
ii) 4k cos cot = -1, The minimum value of k will occur when
oos cot = -1, i,e, k *s
- 20 -
For minor loop formation under the above conditions of monetizing 
foroe k must be greater than 0,25.
The values of out at which the minor loop commences and finishes are 
given for various values of k. In addition the values of the positive 
and negative Hm and the peak to peak magnetising force are given for the 
range of k from 0 to 1, These results are shown graphically in Figs.
17 and 18. (The minor loop starts at 0  and finishes at 0 ).
k COS 0)t
•
e a 1 R,
(<i)t *8 o)
JV 
(ot = 0)
Peak - 
Peak
0 • 180° 180° hi hi Zhx
0,25 -1 180° 180° 1 ,25hi -0.7511! 2hl
0,3 -0.834 146° 30* 213° 30* 1.3hx -0.717hx 2.017^
0,4 -0,625 128° 41 * 231° 19* 1,4hi -0.712h^ 2.1121^
0.5 -0.50 120° 240° 1.5hx -0.751^ 2.25hx
0,6 -0,416 114° 35* 245° 25* 1.6hx -0.808^ 2.403h1
0.8 -0.312 108° 11* 251° 49* 1 *8hi —0 « 95h^ 2.756hi
1,0 -0.25 104° 29* 255° 31* 2 .0h^ -1,12Shi 3.125^
-  21
Fig. 17.
Variation of magnetizing force.
Fig. 13. 
Variation of peek to peak 
magnetizing fbrce.
Similarly, if h = sin cat + sin 2cot, the ninor loop is 
situated as shown in Fig. 19. In this case, the major loop extends 
between 1 Hm.
Fig. 19.
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~  s cos 0 "k + 2k cos 2cot = 0 (h9 a kh,)
dt * X
p
= 4k oos oyt + coscot - 2k = 0
• Conditions for zero slope are
-X */l + 32k2008 tot =
8k
The range of k for minor loop formation is obtained from the above 
equation, When k is greater than 0*5* two solutions are obtained for 
cot and hence a minor loop will be set up. The values of tot at #iioh 
the minor loop starts to be formed and the values of Hm are given for 
the range of k values.
k oo® cat a e" ®m
0 0 90° hl
0.1 0,187 79° 13* 1,018h^
0,2 0.319 71° 24* 1,069h^
0,3 0.404 66° 10* l.ISShj
0.4 0,468 62° 6* 1.215h]_
0,5 0,5, -1 180° 60° l.Shx
0.6 0,528, -0,95 161° 48' 58° 8* 1,38611!
0.7 0,554* —0*91 155° 30* 56° 19* 1,476hx
0,8 0,576, -0.878 151° 24* 55° 32* 1.57hx
0,9 . 0.578, -0,86 149° 19* 54° 42* l,66hx
1.0 0,594, -0,845 147° 40* 63° 33* 1.761^
Very
large 0,707, -0.707 135° 45° nhx
= n
( 6 gives start of minor loop) 
( 6" gives position of Hm )
- 23
The variation of with k is shown in Fig, 20.
General case,
2.0
0.6 0.8
j
Fig. 20.
To obtain the values of orb corresponding to ^  » 0 when 
h » h^ oos (o)t *f) + hn oos n cot
a -oih^  sin (cot +<f) - con hn sin ncot
K sin (cot + (f) + n sin ncot * 0
A sin o)t + B cosoot + n sin ncot » 0 (13)
where A « K oos f and B * K sin <P .
Divide equation 13 by cos11 cot
A sin cot seon cut + B oos cot seon cot ♦ n seon cot sin ncot « O (14)
• *
24
Prom He Moivre*s theorem by equating imaginary part#
sin n cat *n oos11"1 ta t sin ta t - ”.(n- ~ (p " 2) oosn“3 cot sin3 (at
r. :s
n~l
+ * • • ♦ *  + (~l) " slnn wt (15)
for n odd,
and when n is even
sin ncot * n oosn~* cot sin cot - ooen~3 cot sin3 tat
31
n~2 *
+ • * * • * . +  (-1 )™2r‘ n 008 ^  Sin (16)
Consider case 1 when n is odd*
Let t » tan tat, then by substitution of equation 18 into equation 14* the 
following is obtained
A t seon“* cot + B seon“* cot + n ^  nt - $3
+ (-1)“*” tnj * 0
9 2and since see cot * 1 + t
seon”^ tot * (l + t
. . . . , o.-Sil* T n(n-l) (n-2) . $
(At + B) (l + t2) x + n L nt « ----    t
* * n-1 -|
+ , . . . . +  (-i r 2- tn I = o (17)
Case 2. n even 
Let t ss tan
2t *  1 ”f  t 2
# • # tan tat « and seo2 cot » ’f"^,’"t8’
0 *, by the above substitution and from equations 16 and 14, the general
expression obtained is
/2t s A +2 n*“l / I  t2 ' T S t  
A (irt8) + B q- r  --g ) * n [ n —  t2
n(n-l) (n-2) ( _2t_ ) 3
- — ST----  ( T = W  ) ' • '
2t M-i
. ____  . - ( D r  n ({ ^ r) - 0 (18)
Multiplying equation 18 by (l - t2)n gives 
(1 + t2)*1"1 [ 2At + B(l-t2)
+ n [n(l-t2)n~X 2t - —  (l-t2)n~s (2t)3
......... ♦ (-1 f r  n (l-t2) (2t)n~^ ] * 0 (19)
From equations 17 and 19 by appropriate substitution, the values of 
cot are obtained at which the magnetizing force wave has zero slope# 
this will give all points at which minor loops may be formed, in addition 
to the position of maximum positive and negative values of the magnetising 
force h#
The general requirement for a minor loop to be formed for a 
magnetizing force h » h^ (sin tot + k sin nwt) is that k muat be greater 
than ig.# Similarly if h « h^ (ooscot + k cos not), k must be greater
than i  • Hence if minor loops are to be formed for any value of phase
angle (f then the value of k mast exceed i  .
From “the foregoing it is obvious that to obtain the maximum effect 
of phase change upon core characteristics under the assumed conditions of 
magnetization, (see Chapter 2, case 6), the frequencies of ha and 
should be in the ratio 2:1. (The 1:1 case is excluded). Results are 
considered for this case in Part II# The more practical case of combined 
magnetization in alternating current circuits is due in most oases to odd 
harmonic components of the magnetizing wave and consequently the case in 
which h » cos (cot *<p) + hg cos 3cot is considered in greater detail 
experimentally and theoretically#
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CHAPTER 4
EXPRESSION FOR THE CORE LOSS OF A MAGNETIC MATERIAL WHBB 
UNDERGOING COMBINED MAGNETIZATION.
The magnetizing fore© wave is defined as
h « ooswt + hn oosn cot (20)
In view of assumptions made in this calculation to give loop symmetry, only 
values of n odd are considered*
General expressions for B and H which represent the hysteresis loop
where ^  is the peak value of cor© magnetizing force, and are core 
constants.
1
(21)
and
The following constants may be substituted In these expressions.
A - « 0 A *  * > 0 A 3 m B <°* Hm)
C = *10 + allHm + *12Hm2 (22)
F * "(*0E + a03IloP
Thus
• * ♦ *
Bg(h.Hm) = -B(0,Hn) + Ch - Ph2 + a^H* (23)
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F o r h substitute equation 20
(h,Hm) « B(0,Hm) 4- C(h^oosu)t + lanoos n Wt)
+ FChj2 oos2cot + hn2oos2n cot + Sh-j^ ooscot oos n cot)
*z <a» ® 7 n a
+ ftgoChq oos cot + hn oos n cot 4- Sh^h^ ooscot oos*5 n cot 
+ 3h^2 ^  cos2 cot cos n cot) (24)
and I^Oi^g) « -B(0,Hro) + 00^ ooscot ♦ hnoos ncofc)
-FCh^cos2^  + ^ c o . ^  + 2hahnooaort ooe n art)
+ 8jg(h^ oos2art + hjSeos* nart + 3H-,oosu)t oos2 nart 
+ 3h^2 hn cos2 cot cos ncot)
^  Consider only the expression for (H,Hm)
« B (0 ,H m) 4* Chq ooscot + Chn oos ncofc + (2 5 )
Fh-i 2 Fh«2 Fh 2 .
**• - J L  cos 2cot + __ ** ■** n cos 2 ncot
+ Fh^ cos (n + l) cot 4* Fh^ cos (n-l) cot 4-
3 % 3
q^3Q^ 1 oos cot 4- a30^ 1 cos Sorb 4- fe3oftn cos ncot
4 4 ^ 4
cos Sxxot 4- ooscot + ^50^1 oos (2n 4- l) cot
4 2 4
4- ^30^1^n oos (2n - l) cot 4- hn oos n cot +
 3----- 2
4* ^&30hl2jln cos (n + 2) cot 4- oos (n - 2) cot
4 ^
r . F Fhn2l 
B1(b,ftsl) * [B(0,Hm) + ---— ------J
♦  [ch i ♦ y i 5 + '^ 1 0 \K Z 1 008 art (26)
Jhj*
oos 2 tot
2 3
a3#l oos 3 cot 
1  .
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3a„nh- \  «
+ . a cos (a - 2) cut
  4
+ Fh^ hjj oos (n ~ l) cat
4 [c*u 4 3a30^a + SasQh^2!^ -j oo0 ft ^
L -n 4 -— .,g ...... . ...
4 F h ^  oos ( a  4  1 )  cob
*  8a80^ l 2hn  oos ( a  4 2)  cot
4 "
4 ^SO^i^n2 cos (2n - l) cot
— "S—
, ■T’T. 2
n ©os 2n cot
2
4 Sa3#l**n oos (2n 4 I) cot
' 4
4 •30&h® cos 3n cat|
Hence the general expression for (h,Hm) is 
*  4 p 008 cot 4 y oos 2cot 4 <T 008 Soot 4 6 008 ncot
4 *5 cos 2 ncot 4 ^ oos 3 ncot + 6 £eos (n 4 l) cot 4 oos (n ~ 1]
4 t jcos (n 4 g) cot 4 oos (n - 2) cot] 4Jfc [cos (2n 4 l) cat 4
in which the constants have the following values.
^  = B (O.Hm) + |  (h!2 + hn2)
P = Chj + Sa30hlg + ^ S O ^ b n 2
4
r a Fhx2
<f a ®30hlS
4
3
€ 55 Chn * 3&5Qha + gfi30hl2hn
£ a
r 38
6 a
V
a30hn3
4
F h ^
(27)
cot]
oos (2n-l) cot
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i * 3a30hlhn 
4
K  m
4
Similarly for Bg(h,Hm)
« - oL 4 J3 ooscot *» ft oos 2cot 4 S oos 3oot 4 £ oos ncot (29)
- cos 2 ncot + *«2 oos 3n cot - $ [ cos(n ♦ l) cot 4 oos (n-l) cat]
+ i [eos(n + 2) cot + cos(n-2) cot] 4 jc[ oos (2n 4 1) wt 4 oos(2n-l) cot]
These two equations for the B - H relationship say he oombined in a
Fourier series valid over on© complete cycle,
R = aQ + ^ ( ak 008 k cot + h^ sin k cot) (30)
2
For n odd
ak « 1? 003 + cToos Scot + £ oos ncot + \ oos 3 ncot (31)
+ i [cos (n + 2) cot 4- oos (n - 2) cot] + J£[ oos (2n + l) cot 
4* cos (2n - l) cot ] ^cos ku>t d (cot)
and
(32)* |  4* ^  oos 2cot 4- ^ oos 2ncot 4* 8 [oos (n 4* 1) «t
0  4- oos (n - l) cot ] ^  sin k cot d (cot)
The general form of the solution for B is
« a^ 008 cot 4* *g 008 3ojfc + * , , • (33)
4- sin cot 4* bg sin 3cot + • « , #
Sine© a 1 A fr T » ©oil turnsat
A a oross sectional area of core
» TA [- coa^  sin cot » 3o» sin 3 cot , * # , (34)
4 tob^  COS cot 4 3 oobnj 008 3cot 4 , # , J
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To obtain the fundamental frequency component of core loss, it is 
only necessary to evaluate the coefficient b^ as the applied magnetizing 
force was h = h^ cos tat + hn oos n cot*
Evaluation of bi*
In the expression for b, put k * 1
2 fr*• bx = J | <*.sin art + y  cos 2cot sin cot 4 ^ oos 2n cat sin ojt 
* cr *•
40jcos (n 4 1) wt sin.cot 4 oos (n - l) at sin cat]} d (cat)
1 * It s n^ * tip (s n^ “ s^n wt) + (2n 4 1) <at
-sin (2n - l) cot] 4 ^ [®in (n 4 2) tat - sin not
4 sin n cat - sin (n - 2} oat]} d (oat)
*{*■ - $  - . - _ 4 _  i
6 n - 4 4n2 - lJ
1^ &  
2 z^~lJ (35)
Substituting values for the constants from equation 28 gives
*1 ■= 4 [b (O.I») + I (h 2 + h 2) - f l 2 - - «>a2 -1
L “ 2 1  n T  s s m r  2*(4n2 - I)']
- t [B C0,H.) - C«og + a03 M I * !  + | £ ~ -  - § ^ 4)] (36)
From equation 54 the hysteresis loss in the oore contributed by the
low frequency component is Ej Ix oos <p , and the r«sus* value of the in- 
phase component of voltage is ^^*1 (sinoe magnetizing force is
7 T “
h » ©os o)t 4 h& oos n cut) •
,*. Loss - bj Xx wfttts, (37)
where I, » hl*
X  mnmmmrn
V2T
(neglecting eddy current effects).
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Equation 36 gives th© general solution for b^ for any odd value of 
Th© case which is considered in detail experimentally is when n » 3,
# 9 Put n * 3 in equation 36,
• *1 » i[B(0,Ito) + £  (h 2 + h,*) - V  - 2FhlhS -
• I; , , I 6 7 ^ —  "to“J
- ±{s(o,*J * 4  h, - 2 hlh3 + £  h#8)j 
Substituting th© value for F from equation 22*
h  - - <a0E + *03 V  <1 hl2 * I hlh3 + ^  h3Z)] (S8)
Bote
If hg » 0, then = Hffi and the value for b^ reduces to 
| [ b ( 0 , H b ) -  1 (a Q2 H /  ♦  aQ3 Hm3 )]
" *[B(0*V • | B(0«v]
- h b (0* V -
for the case of single frequency magnetisation.
Effect of phase change on loss coefficient.
Consider the case when n « 3, In equation 24 of the previous case, 
substitute
h a hj sin mt 4 hg sin 3 oat (39)
B1 * °(hi sln wt 4 hg sin Sot)
4 F(hx2 sin2 oat 4 hg2 sin2 3aat 
4 2hjhg2 sin oat sin 3aat)
4 » (h^3 sin3 cat 4 hgS sin3 3oat
4 Shihg sin cat sin2 3 cat 
4 3hx2 hg sin2 oat sin3 oat).
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- 2
a B(Q,Hm) 4 Ch^ sin cot 4 Ch^ sin 3 cot 4 -g- Fh j_2 -  ^ -Fhj2 cos 2 oat +i  Fh^
1 2- Fhg oos 6cat 4 Fhjhg oos 2 cat - Fh^hg oos 4 oat 
4 ^  «gQ h^3 sin cot « ^  a^Q h^3 sin 3 oat 4 ^  ag$ hg^ sin 3 cot
*  ijj£» agQ ^g sin 9 cat 4 ^  ®gQ h^hg sin oat — s^q h^hg sm  7cot
3 2 3 2 3 2
4 figQ hjhg sin 5 cat 4 ^  agQ ^1 ^3 sin 3 cat ■* ^  SgQ hg s in5cat
• I  a30 hlZh3 sin wt 
Collecting terms.
\{K\) = |  Fhx2 + I Fhg2 + B (O.Hg) (41)
+[ 0hl + | *30 V 5 + I °30 V » *  " T *80 hl S  ] sin “*
+[ “t  ^ "ni2 * ^ 1^3 ] 008 2^
*[ Ch3 - T “30 hl3 + | a30 h3S + I *30 “l* hs] 8ln **
+ [ "^1^3] 008
+[ T  a30 hlh5 ~ T  *30 ^ ^ 3  ] Sin 5 mt 
4^ Fhg2 ] cos Soot
+[ - ! B3 0 hl V !] “la 7 b*
+ t ' T a3 0 hS3] Sin9<0t
, Bl(h»H^) s qL 4 /I sin cat 4 ^  cos 2 cat 4 <f gin 3 cat 4 £ oos 4 cat
4 sin Scat 4 j cos Scat 4 & gin 7cat #■ t sin 9cot (42)
Similarly
BgUi,!^) » ~cJ- 4j5 sin cat - ^ oos 2oot 4 S sin Scat - £ oos4cat
4 £ sin ocot - cos Scat 4 & gin 7 cat 4 i sin Scat
. Combining these two equations in the usual manner
» - 2g ♦ £(« cos kcot 4 b^ sin k cat)
27C» i J  £ (cat) oos kcot d (cat)
0 * git
= i  I f  (cot) sin k cat A (cat)
- £3 -
% '6% "^C %
Sinoe B = from •?* to -**»* and B = B from —— to ~«
•W * 2 2 2L% c * z z s%
t  ^  I ^  Bgfh.Hj,) cos k  cot d (cut) + f  BjCh.HjjJooa kcut d (cut; (43)
* * J -*K J  %
TT t
TCRjj. a
% **
I®* " f T  Bg(h,K ) sin k 0)t d (cot) + [ * (**,%) sin k cot d (out)sf^ B2^ h,1W  sin ^  d *f
J x
T  2
9
General form of solution for B is• #
a &i OOS tot + Sg OOS 30)t + , * . *
+ b^ sin cot + b$ sin 3 tot + , * # •
Sinoe magnetizing force wave is defined as 
h » sin ot + hg sin 3 cot 
#*# to obtain the fundamental loss component, it is only necessary to
evaluate the ai term in the general expression for B*
%*|r i* n
9 * ^ a^ « + p sin orb - y  oos 2 cot + o sin 3wt - £ cos 4tot (44)
'■ ‘g“
+ ^  sin Scot - % cos 6tot + & sin 7tot + sin 9tot) coscot d(cot)
oL + B sin wt + ycos 2tot + cT sin 3o)t + £ oos 4tot
^ ^  f sin5cot + ^ cosSojt * & sin7<ot + * sin9wt) cos tot d (tot)]
ai k ~  ffT ** cos cot + £  sin 2wt - £  (oos Scot + ooscot) + i? (sin4tot +sin2wt) 
LJ „ % *  *  T  (45)
T"
• L  (cos Scot + cos 3tot) + j£ (sin 6tot + sin 4o)t)
2 2
- |j- (oos 7o>t + cos 5tot) + ^  (sin 8wt + sin 8tot)
+ jL (sin 10 tot + sin 8wt) d(cot) +
2
3x • rT  < cos cot + sin 2cot + (cos 3 tot + cos cot) + ^.(sin 4cot + sin Ttot)
%
2
* /
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4* ~  (cos 5cot + cos Sot) + 1  (sin 6tob + sin 4tot)
2 2
+ 2  (oos 7cot + cos 5tot) + £, (s in  Qojffc + sin 6tot)
2 2+ (s in  lOcot + sin 8oot) dot]
- I t *  f  - £  + *]
- If BfO.Hj + ( i F h ^  + Fhg2) + *.,^h.s, >
- < ) ♦ (- jj, a 32)]
" + I  FhXZ + 1  ttS* “ I  + I
+ Fhlh3
15 ” 70 ^ 2 ']
- I  [ * I W  t F ( I  hl2 + W  h3Z + I  hlh3>]
■ ■ - |  [8(0,^) - (a02 + a03 H,,) ( |  h f  + H  h3Z + §  V^hg)] (46)
Bote
If h3 » 0, and the expression again reduoes to
| [ - | B <°*V]
ts B(0,Hm) for single frequency magnetization.
The two oases considered may be combined and the effeot of a change in 
the relative phase of one component studied in detail if the magnetizing 
force in Case 2, equation 39, is taken as the basic reference, i.e.
h « h^ sin cot + h3 sin 3wt. Tie magnetizing force for case 1 may then b©
written as
h = sin (tot + 60°) 4- h^ sin 3 tot . (i.e. <f » 60°) (47)
These two magnetizing force.values give the limiting conditions of 
core magnetization. Equation 39 gives minor loops situated at th© tips of 
the major loop (see Fig. 21). As shown in Chapter 2, for small values of 
h3» the minor loops formed in this position ©re the last to disappear as hg
35 -
is reduoed. Additionally, this phase position gives the minimum value 
of Hjjj for given values of and hg and hence it would be expected that 
th© low frequency core loss would be a minimum at this point,
T}}© other extreme case, equation 47, gives a loop as shown in Fig,
22, The maximum value of total core magnetising force for given hi and 
h3 values is obtained in -this phase position, which also gives the maximum 
low freq lenc; core loss.
Fig, 21, h = h^ sin orb + hg sin 3o>t
Fig, 22, h = hj_ sin (cot + + hg sin 3 cot
The magnetizing force waves and loss loops obtained in the two 
extreme cases of combined magnetization (when n = 3) are shown in Figs, 
21 and 22,
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Effect of the higher frequency component of magnetizing force on the low 
frequency loss tern,
la) If th© core is subjected, to a magnetizing force 
h « hj cos tot + hg cos 3tot, the peak value of magnetizing force is
Hm » h^ + hg. Th© loop shape obtained is shown in Fig. 22* The loss term
b^ as obtained from equation 38 may be compared with th© corresponding 
term obtained when th© cor© is energised by h as oos tot, i.e. single
frequency excitation with the same value of as above. This will show
if the low frequency component of loss is increased due to the presence 
of the higher frequency term. In this case, since Hm > h<^  an increase in 
loss would be expected.
bi - £  [b (0,H«) - (aQ2 ♦ aQ3 ( ^ 2 - ♦ «  hg2)]
(from equation 38)
Let kg « kh^ and substitute for B (OE) from equation 22 (k>0 <l)
# \  Since B (0,Hm) « a02Hm2 + a^H^3 where Hm ■« + hg - (l 4* k)
» a02 (h^ + hg) + aQg (h^ + hg)3
= &02hx2 (1 + k)2 + a0g hx3 (1 + k)S (48)
and (aQ2 + aQg H^) ( hg )
■ ['“0 8 ♦  “0 3 (1 + k)hi] - ^ r -  * ®  k V )
9 [&02 * *03 ^  + k h^l] [ hl2 ^  * Is1
* a02hl2 ~ *T * k^  + a03hl3 ^  * k  ^ ^  ~ H  k2) (49)
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**, From equations 48 and 49.
h  = I K zhi (1 * k)2 + a03hi3 + k>3 - “o z h ^ l  - *  + g  k2)
- “OS11!® (1 + k) " TT + Iff k2)3
" *( "ozh.2 + k^2 " ^  " “F  + 3? kZ ]^ + a03hl5 ^  + k^
4 [(1 ♦ k)2 - (| - f£ + «  k2)]}
= X [p s02h 2 + P (1 + k) a03hx3J (50)
mere P » [(1 + k)2 - + 17 k2jJ
bl ■ f [4 + i| k + *§ fc2) «02hl2 + (4 + I F k *T55T + “osh3] (51)
From the single frequency oase for the same value of low frequency 
magnetizing force
h 1 » §* B < ° ' V  <Hn, « V
= 1  [ I n  h 2 + — a h ® l
S L 5 02 1 3 OS 1 J
If there was to be any reduction in low frequency core loss due to
the superimposed magnetizing force, then either P or ? (1 + k) or bom,
2require to be less than —• for a value of k, which must be positive.
Consider expression for P « (1 + k)2 - - 2k + 17 k2)
s*l + k2 + 2 k - i  + Jk - 17 k2
2 12 la ,9
« y  ♦ -y k ♦ jg kz
• ** Provided k is positive this equation will always be greater than
g 2
■j. Similarly (1 + k) P > -g, The low frequency core loss is increased 
by (b^ - bj^) as k is varied,
Bhere (bx - V >  • |  [ d f  k + ^  «ozhl2 + (T§ k * T §  k2 * H  k®>
*03 h 3] <52>
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Variation of th© increase in coefficients with the value of k
k
12 vhi1 ingr Ji,
a 2.4k
18 v2 
<ssr
»0.515k2
k +
18 9
k
46 , 
IF k
-3,07k
102 y.2
=2.92k2
0.515k2
46 . 102 ; 
15 k + 35“
+ i i k 3
35
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.1 0.24 0,005 0.245 0,307 0.029 0.0005 0.336
0,2 0.48 0.0206 0,506 0.614 0,116
oo•o 0.734
0*4 0.9 0.0825 0,982 1.23 0.465 0.034 1.729
0,6 1.44 0,186 1,62 1.84 1,05 0.11 3.00
0*8 1.92 0,33 2,25 2.46 1,86 0,26 4.58
1,0 2,4 0.515 2.92 3.07 2.92 0.51 6.50
For this condition of comined magnetization the presence of the 
higher frequency term causes an increase in th© low frequency loss, 
lb) Assume th© single frequency loop has the same peak to peak values of 
magnetizing force as the combined loop, i.e. single frequency case 
^1 “ cos an<* combined magnetization, h « h^ cos tot + hg oos 3tot 
■where Hm = + hg
*= hq (1 + k)
For combined magnetization the value of bq is the same as previously obtained 
(equation 51)* The single frequency value is obtained below*
bl “ 35E “ If U  *
h ‘ " *  [ | ‘oZ h 2 «  + + <*♦*>']
“ |  I/t * 4  * + f  “oa51!2 + + 2* + 2*2 + f  k*) a03hlS] <5®)
Comparing the values of b/ with obtained previously, the increase in
, ,n
fundamental loss is now given oy b^ - b^ *
Th© low frequency loss is increased by
* g  [(0.94k - 0J51k2) «02hl2 * (2*D7k + °*92k2 ~ 0.151kS) a03 h-j5]
The values of th© increase in the coefficients a^g and a^g for 
values of k are given below
a,
02 - a03
k 0,94k 0.181k2 0,94k - 
0.151k2
2.07k 0.92k2 0.151k5 2.07k + 
0.92k2 - 
0.151k3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.1 0,094 0,001 0,093 0.207 0.009 0.0001 0.216
0.2 0.188 0.006 0.182 0,414 0.037 0.0012 0.45
0,4 0.376 0.024 0,352 0.83 0.148 0,0097 0.968
0,6 0*564 0,054 0.510 1.24 0.33 0,0326 1,54
0*8 0*75 0.097 0,653 1.66 0.59 0.077 2.17
1,0 0.94 0,151 0*789 2.07 0*92 0,151 2.84
40 -
6
4
2
1.00.80.60.20 0.4
Fig, 23,
Variation of loss coefficients.
It is seen from Fig, 23 that, while the above coefficient values 
give a smaller increase in lois-r frequency loss than in the previous case, 
there is still an appreciable increase in loss for all values of k, when 
the core magnetization is h =  (cos o>t + k cos 3 cot),
2) Consider now the conditions where there may be a reduction in low 
frequency loss, i,e, when h » (sin orb + k sin 3 cot). For a range
of k values is now less than For a given value of k# the value
of Hjjj may be obtained in terms of h^» A table showing these values is 
given in Chapter 3,
The single frequency magnetizing force will be taken as h * hj sin ojt 
and th© loss coefficient b^ is given by
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i [I B(n,H )1 from equation 18 
% 13 Jr‘ J
“ -  [ 0 - 6 % g  hi + °-6Sa03 hx2 ]%
Under combined magnetization conditions, no general expression can be 
obtained for the change in loss with variation of k due to the dependence 
of Hjq on k, Numerical cases will be considered end the condition 
illustrated graphically.
l*et k » 0.15, i.e. h » (sin <*>t + 0,15 sin Scat) where hg a kh^
Now from Chapter 3, the value of « 0.867h^
. * . »x - I [ B(0.Ha) - (.02 + aos Hm) (| * 2 hxh5 ♦ || hs2) ]
from equation 46,
* Substituting for hg, k and Hffi.
B(0,Ha) * 0.8672 aQ2 hx2 + (0.867)8 aQg hj8 (54)
= 0.75 a02 hx2 + 0.65 aQ3 l^3 
(| hxZ + I  hxhs + H  hg2) ».J^2 (0.35 + 0.4k + 0.486k2) (55)
= 0.4011^2
(*02 + *05 V  ^°-<101h12) = 0'401a(J2 hx2 + 0.347a63 hj3 (56)
From equations 54 and 56*
*1 “ i  [ (0.75 - 0.401) a,J2 hj2 + (0.65 - 0.347) aQ3 hj3 ]
= |  [ 0.349a02 l^2 + 0.303 a03 hj3 ] (57)
Comparing th© coefficients of equation 57 with 0,66, th© single 
frequency value, it is seen that under combined magnetisation conditions 
there is a reduction in loss when h a ^  (sinwt + k sin 3cot) for k * 0.15 
if fiQg and a^g are both positive.
- 42
Th© corresponding results for various values of k are given below 
and are shown on Fig* 24*
k a02 *03
0.0 hl 0.66 0.66
0.15 0.867*^ 0.349 0.303
0.30 0.92hx 0.356 0.329
0.50 1.075^ 0.51 0.55
0.80 1.348hx 0.85 1.15
1.0 1.5391^ 1.14 1.76
02
0.8
0.4
0.2 0.6 0.8
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from Fig, 24 it is seen that a reduction in loss is possible over 
& wide range of k if aQg and a are both positive. (This redaction is 
quite independent of th© numerical value of these constants). For most 
©or© materials a^g is positive and a^3 negative. To obtain a reduction 
in WgQ under these conditions and independent of th© numerical value of 
the constants requires ©Qg < 0,66 and > 0.66 for the same value of 
hx (i.e. single frequency case h = sin cot, combined magnetisation 
h » h^ (sin out + k sin 3 cot)). This condition is satisfied when 
k is > 0,58 and < 0.66, The value of aos obtained experimentally is 
usually small in comparison with a^g. If it can be neglected, then a 
reduction in loss will occur over the range of k from 0 to 0.66. It 
should be noted that minor loops are only formed when k > 0,111 (See 
Chapter 3),
It has been shown that under conditions of combined magnetization, 
the low frequency component of cor© loss m y  be reduced, under oertain 
conditions of relative phase angle and magnitudes of th© magnetizing 
forces, when compared with the cor© loss value obtained for single 
frequency magnetization at the same fundamental magnetizing force. It 
has also been shown that under these conditions th© peak: core 
magnetizing force m y  be leas than that obtained in the single frequency 
case. It may be suggested that this reduction in loss could b© attributed 
only to th© reduction in v  although from Fig. 24 it is seen that a 
reduction still occurs when liQ > h^, i.e. for k > 0,58. The ax 
coefficients obtained on Page 42 would then require to be compared not with
0.66 the coefficient value or the original value of h^, but with the
«*• 44 *•
coefficients obtained below for the value of IIm obtained :;or each value 
of k.
i.e, original ax * 7c[0*6® ** % a02 + aQ3 ^
Fop %  substitute values given in the table on Fag©
2 ^ 
e,g, k » 0*15 ax » ««j* £q ,66 a^g (0,867hx) + 0*66 (0.867h^) J
= £  (0.496 a02 hl2 + 0.43 a03 hxS)
The complete image of these coefficients is given below
k
u
a02
//
a03
0 hl 0,66 0,66
0.15 0.867h1 0,496 0,43
0.3 0.92hx 0,56 0.515
0,5 1.075hx 0.763 0.82
0.8 1.348hx 1,19 1.61
1.0 1.539^ 1,57 2.4
From the above table it is seen that, if the single frequency 
loss is compared with the loss under combined magnetisation for the 
same laaxiraum magnetizing force, a reduction is obtained under the latter 
condition for all valines of k considered, i*e* > 0  4 1# The variation 
of coefficients a^g, and a^g# (from Page 42 ) are shown to a 
base of k in Fig, 25*
It is considered that this latter method of comparison is less 
suitable and does not fully illustrate the change in core conditions 
from single to combined magnetization.
45
0.4
0 0.2 0.6
Variation of lose coefficients.
It must be borne in Mind that the foregoing results for the changes 
in the core loa^ values are obtained on the assumptions that the minor 
loops follow the same defining equations as the major loop and, addition­
ally, that there is no change in the magnetic properties of the core as 
defined by the core constants aQ2 and aQS due to the presence of the 
higher frequency magnetising force.
Up to this point, only th© xundanental loss term has been considered 
since the main point of interest is the conditions required to give a 
reduction in th© low frequency core loss. To determine the corresponding
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loss term due to the higher frequency magnetising force, bg may be
evaluated from equation 32 for h » oos cot + h,. oos 3 cot,
i.e. b3 * i / t  c*. sin Scot + ^eos Scot sin 5 cot + 'f oos 6oot sin 3a>t
+ <2 (oos 4cot sin 3 cot + cos Scot sin 3 cot Id (cot)
2 C %
** % J  £*sin 3cot + ^  (sin Scot + sin cot) * £  (sin Scot - sin 3cot)
+ M  (sin ?cot - sin cot) * §  (sin Scot 4 sin cot)] d(ojt)
2 * J 
4 A  / 3 1 ^  6 xb —  (rsot+ z.y - + Z. q )
7C '3 5 0 9 ^ 35
Substituting constants from equation 26.
- = 1  [ T  *  ■ 4 e * I  h52 *  Is- hl V ]
Substituting for F from equation 22,
- |  [ |  8(0,8,,) - (aQ2 + aQ3 1^) ( ^  hxZ + |  h3Z + |g- ^ hg)] (58)
This expression gives the magnitude of one component of the 3oot flux 
density w e *  As shown by equation 37, this coefficient is proportional 
to the loss component at that frequency,
* Core Loss » I„ watts, where X„ « **3! (59)
J T  3 3 W
(Hegleoting eddy current effects as previously).
The corresponding value of loss term (a3) for the core magnetization 
condition h ** sin wt 4 hg sitf? Scut may be similarly obtained from equation 
44,
5S
%Z fZ
mm
%
! t &' I -  ( «C oos Scot + y os Scot cos 3<ot + £  oos 4cot oos Scot
-4SET — **1
%
—J  *  %  oos 6oot cos Scot) d (cot)
[? B(°*Hm) - (*02 * a03 (*" 15 hl2 + TDST + ^  hlh5^] (6°)
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Coir^aring equations 58 and 60, it is seen that since hx > hg hence 
the value of ag will be greater than bg, since equation 60 can b© rewritten 
as
“3 = - 4  [I B(0*Hffi) + <*02 + B03 Hm) (TT hlZ “ TI hS2 ‘ W  hl V ]
The last two terms in this expression are so small that they may be
neglected,
The variation of the 3o>t loss coefficients may be compared with the 
corresponding fundamental loss coefficients. It is seen that, when the 
fundamental loss is at a maximum (h * oos cut 4 hg cos Scot), the Sorb 
loss term is a minimum. Similarly, when the fundamental loss is at a 
minimum (h » h^ sin wfc ♦ hg sin Sot) th© 3a)t tern is a maximum.
These theoretical results are verified experimentally in Fart II,
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CHAPTER 5
SPECIAL CASJr OF CORE MAGNETIZATION WHFH n = 0, i.e. 
A.C. A i’D D.C. , 'AG TIZI1C FORCE.
The core mugnetissing force for this condition will be defined ss 
h = ho + hi sin cot, which produces the well-known unsynsnetrical hysteresis 
loop as shown in Fig. 26.
The core loss in this case cannot be obtained from the expressions 
in Chapter 4, since these assumed a symmetrical loop shape. It is 
obvious that the core loss is dependent on the valiJ.es of h.Q, h-^  and the 
resultant + bm and -bri magnitudes obtained. Due to the d.c. component, 
th© hysteresis loss is increased for the same -bm values, the loss 
increasing as ho is increased, i.e. when the loop occurs in the saturated 
region, for the same tbra its area can be three times that at the origin 
when ho » 0, see Fig. 2? which illustrates typioal conditions when the 
peak to peak loop flux density is 0,1 weber/sq.m. for silicon iron.
Fig. 26
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Fig. 27,
"Variations in loop area, as h is altered, for the 
same amplitude of core flux density.
'lien the peak to peak flux density value is increased, the resulting 
change in core loss as Iiq varies, is much reduced until when the loop ex­
tends well into the saturated region, both positively and negatively, the 
change in loss value is extremely small. This condition is obtained in 
a para11el-connected transductor on short-circuit.
To obtain a mathematical expression for the loss under this 
condition of magnetization is not practical and recourse is made to 
empirical formulae. It must be pointed out that the core ate rials used 
in magnetic amplifiers, modulators, magnetometers etc., have very small 
core loss values, which are usually neglected. The B - H relationship 
is then defined as a single-valued function. For the normal core
materials, e.g. stall~>y etc., a formula based on Bteinmetz1 equation
2
gives an estimation of the loss. One form of this, due to B a l l i s
p = ( -y +«.n0 y) ‘-x ( 61)
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where Bq as polarizing flux density
and B m half th© total flux density amplitude
P S3 loss in the loop
X as 1,6,
y
a 1.9
Equation 61 is based on the single frequency magnetization
i \
hysteresis loss obtained from Steinmetz* equation (P » ^ B ;# The
value of the exponent x is not constant over the range of B, but varies
between wide limits (1,6 ->2). To this term is added an additional
factor to account fbr the increased loss when the core is subjected to
2
unsyranetrical magnetization. It has been shown that the exponent y 
in this term is also not constant over the flux density range, bat 
varies from 1,8 2.1.
"When the exponent values 1.6 and 1,9 are taken for x and y 
respectively, th© errors over th© complete rang© of flux density values 
for silicon iron core materials vary from 0 1 12%m This enables an 
estimation of the hysteresis loss to be readily obtained#
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CHAPTER 6
REDUCTION OF LOW-FREQT7E1SCY CQ&PONEKT OF HYSTERESIS LOSS
Th© reduction of hysteresis loss noted in Chapter 4 was obtained on 
the assumption that the core mterial constants, defining the B - H 
relationships were unaltered under conditions of combined magnetisation*
It is suggested that there may be a farther reduction in the low frequency 
cosponent of loss due to "domain shake up* by the higher frequency 
component, causing a reduction in molecular friction to the lower 
frequency component, Ho means are available of assessing theoretically 
the magnitude of this effect, but it would be thought that when the two 
frequencies of the applied magnetization are relatively close together 
the reduction in loss due to this cause would be small*
The effects of the higher-frequency magnetizing force on the core 
imy be compared with th© effect of Mechanical vibration on magnetic 
properties of rat- rials, It is well known that, when a soft iron wire 
is subjected to mechanical vibration, its retentivity is almost completely 
removed and the B - H curve of th© material no longer possesses th© usual 
lower bend region, as shown in Fig, 28,
For harder magnetic materials, this effect is not so pronounced.
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Fig* 28
B - -I'Ourve for sort annealed' iron wire
a) Normal
b) With mechanical vibration*
The corresponding electrical effect was illustrated by Gerosa and
3
Finzi In 1891* A soft iron wire inside a solenoid was subjected to
two magnetizing forces. An alternating ourrent was passed through the
wire, which set up circular alternating magnetization and direct current
3in the solenoid caused longitudinal magnetization* It was observed 
that th© 's usceptibility to longitudinal magnetization was increased due 
to the action of the al tempting component* The violent .domain dis­
placement due to this component destroyed nearly all traces of hysteresis, 
as measured by the longitudinal magnetizing force#
A very convincing curve is given by Ewing which shows the effect 
on the hysteresis loop obtained when an iron wire is subjected to norm! 
reversals of longitudinal magnetization (Fig* 29, curve a) and when an 
alternating longitudinal ourrent is also applied (curve b) * It is seen 
that the normal loop collapses into practically a single line relation­
ship between B and H,
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co
Fig* 29*
In Part II, Chapter 6, experimental results are obtained when the 
core material is subjected to combined magnetization at 50 and 1450 c/s 
and it is seen that no reduction in low frequency cor© loss occurs until 
th© material is operating beyond the knee of th© magnetization curve*
From the results for fixed h-^  aud hn (h.f, t^st 1, Fagel26), over a wide 
rang© of frequency there is no change in the low frequency core loss, 
which indicates that if there should be any reduction in loss due to 
’‘domain shake up”, it is independent of the "frequency of shake". This 
would, indicat© that for normal core materials operating under combined 
magnetisation conditions as above, the reduction in core loss is not 
primarily due to th© presence of the high frequency component itself, but 
is dependent on the core opera.ting in the saturated region. It is 
suggested, therefore, t at th© high frequency component of magnetization 
affects the alignment of the magnetic moments of th© domains, enabling 
them to follow the charge in th© low frequency magnetizing force more 
easily. This causes a reduction in hysteresis loss*
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CHAPTER 7
VOLTAGE A HI) FLUX DENSITY HARMONIC COMPOKiiMTS
The experimental circuit used to investigate the effects of phase 
change under combined magnetization conditions is shown in Fig* 30*
Two identical cores are used* each with similar windings. Full details 
of the actual construction of the test specimens are given in Part II, 
Chapter 1*
Each set of energizing windings is connected in series and supplied 
from high impedance sources with current waveforms,
*1 n ^1 s*n 
in * sin mrb
This method of energizing the cores is based on the saturable 
reactor method of connection but under the above conditions it is 
necessary to investigate the actual voltage components appearing ecross 
th© supoly terminals d to the flow of the above current in th© cores.
r  -
Core 1
Fig. 30. 
Basic circuit
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Th© ideal mod© of operation would give no voltage at the frequency 
of source 1 or harmonics of it across source 2 terminals and similarly 
for source 1 terminals# Under these conditions there can be no flow of 
harmonic power from source 1 to souroe 2 or vice versa# To obtain this 
condition with the given ourrent waveform, th© cores would require to 
present linear impedances, which is not the ease due to the effects of 
the core material. The voltage across each winding on the specimens 
will, therefore, contain harmonics# If these harmonic voltages cause 
currents to flow back through the sources, then two effects occur# 
Firstly, due to the harmonic current flow the core magnetization is no 
longer h * sin ojt + hn sin n&vb ard, secondly, there will be a power 
loss in the souroe caused by the harmonic current# This harmonic 
power must be supplied from the fundamental power delivered to the cores, 
as a result of which th© measurements of core loss obtained will be 
greater than the true loss since,
Fundamental power input to specimen = Total cor© loss + harmonic power# 
The effect of harmonic power flow will, therefore, be to increase 
the measured fundamental component of core loss# This fact must be 
bom© in mind when the high frequency test results (Part II, Chapter 6) 
ar© considered. (See also Part II, Chapter 7),
To obtain analytically the voltage components across the source 
terminals under combined magnetization conditions, the core B - II 
relationship will be represented by
V r
B m aH bH + cH (where a, b and o are constants) (62)
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This expression neglects hysteresis and eddy current effects hut enables
an estimation of flux-density harmonic components to be readily obtained.
Th© magnetizing fore© for cor© 1, Fig. SO, is given by
h = sin oat + hjj sin nwt (63)
and the corresponding magnetizing force for core 2 is
h * sin <ht - hn sin not (since not winding on core 2 is (64)
reversed).
Substitute equation 63 for H in equation 62.
* Core 1 flux density
3
b^ « a(h^ sin oat + sin not) + b (h^ sin cat 4 sin not)
4 o (h^ sin wt + hn sin neat)**
g  » 3  3
** a sin cat + a hjj sin not + b hj sin cot + b hn sin neat
+ 3b sin cat s in 2 not 4 3b h^2hn sin2 wt sin nut
+ c h^5sln5 oat 4 o hn3 sin3 neat + So hn sin* cat sin not
4 10c h«^ 3 h^2 sin3 cat ein^ ncot + 10 o hx2 hn3 sin2 oat sin3 not
4 4
4 5c h_h * sin cot sin ' nwt I n
Expanding and collecting terms
^X 58 sin oat (a hx 4 ^  b h-^  4 b b^h^ ^ F  ®
+ e h. 3h 2 + ii a h h ^ )
4 I n  8 1 n 7
+ sin 3ft* (- i fe o V^8 - | o h j \ * )
t sin Scut (jjr c h^3 )
4 sin (n - 4) cot %  O h 4 hn)
+ »ln (n - 2) art (- I b h, \  - | o h A  - a h,l 3 )
4 1 n 4 I n  8 °  1 r*n 7
, - 5,7
/ °  3 o , ^ 5 ' *  , 4+ sin ncot (a hn + ~  b + ~  d + -  o Q c hx hn
15
W  lit IIn+ ±2. o h.^ 3)1 
♦ sin (n + 2) cut (~ |* b hx®bn * J o  ~ HT 0 hl2hn ^
♦ sin (n + 4) cot <T8 0 V V
+ sin (2n - 3) art (- .| o h^5*^2)
♦ sin (2n - 1) cut (| b h ^ 2 + i| e h^h^2 ♦ |> o h ^ 4)
+ sin (2n ♦ l) art (-j b b^h^2 - i® o o h^h^)
♦ sin (2n + 3) cot (j o h^3!^2)
5 2 3
+ sin (Sn - 2) art; (*gr o h& )
+ sin 3ncot (~ i b h ®  - |L c h - f* © h,2h 3)
4 n 16 n 4 i n
+ sin (3n + 2} urt c n^3)
5 4\
+ sin (4n * 1) cot (“ Ye 0 hxbn )
■f sin (4n + l) art (ro ° h O
1 5v+ sin 5 nart (~~- o b )
16 n
Th© above expression gives the complete solution for the flux 
density from th© given B - H relationship, when the applied taftgnetizing 
force is given by equation 63, i*e.
bj m A sin art; - C sin Scot + D sin 5a>t + E sin (n » 4) cot (65)
<*F sin (n * Z) art + 6 sin »art - F sin (n + 2) cot
+E sin (n + 4) (rt - J sin (2n * 3) art ♦ K sin (2n - l) cut
-K sin (2n + l) art + J sin (2n + 3) cut + L sin (5n - 2) cut
«M sin 3 nart + h sin (3n + 2) art - N sin (4n - l) cut
+H sin (4n * 1) cut ♦ P sin 5 ncot
(The values of th© constants are obtained fro® the above equation)
SB
From equation 65 (which gives the general solution for the 
components of the flux density ware) it can be seen that in addition 
to th© harmonic components produced due to the magnetizing force 
components o>t and not, intermoduletion components are introduced, i.e*
(n - 4) cert, (n + 4) (ut | (n - Z) art, (n + Z) cot $ (2n - 3) cut,
(2n + 3) wt | (2n - l) cat, (2n + l) cot } (3n - 2) cot, (3a + 2) cut ;
(4a - l) cot, (4n + l) ait,
due to the combined magnetization condition* When a is small, the 
above components give rise to a complete series of odd harmonic 
components, A typical case when n * 3 is considered on Page 61 .
7”hen n is large, the additional components occur at frequencies
just above and just below the higher frequency harmonic components. 
Similarly for core 2 when the magnetizing force is given by equation 64* 
b2 * a(h^ sin ot - sin awt) + b(h^ sin cot - sin nurfc)
4-cCh^  sin cut - ha sin ncot)5 
Expanding and collecting terras as previously gives th© general 
fora of the core flax density as
bg * A sin cert - C sin Scot + 13 sin 8 ot - E sin (n • 4) cot
4- F sin (n ~ 2) ot « G sin asst + F sin (n ♦ 2) cot
- E sin (n + 4) wt - J sin (2n - 3) cot + K  s i n  ( 2 n  - 1) cot
- I sin (2n * 1) cot + J sin (2n * $) cot - b s i n  ( 3 n  - 2) cot
+  M  sin 3 aot -  b sin (3n * 2) cot -  S sin ( 4 n  •  l) cot
♦ W sin (4n ♦ 1) cot •» P sin 8 ncot
The values of th© constants in this expression are Identical with
those obtained for
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Under single frequency magnetization, the corresponding flux 
density components are given below.
Let h « sin at
b m a (hx sin b>t) + b (h^ sin cot) + 0  (h^ sin dt) 
a sin cst (ahx + ^  bh^ * *gr eh^ )
+ sin Swt (- i  - <|g chj®)
+ sin 5wt (ip oh. ^ )16 1
.« A* sin tot + C1 sin 3o)t + D* sin 5o)t 
TfcU oan also be obtained from the general case by putting hn * 0,
Fig. 31.
Th© voltage appearing across A - B under the assumed conditions 
of magnetization may be readily obtained from th© foregoing expressions 
for flux density.
Cor© 1* magnetis ing force * sin <*>t ♦ sin n&afc
Cor© 2, magnetising force » sin ojt * hjj, sin net
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Voltage across AB » 31^ fjLi. - ^ f A  - % A ( -^1. * tHOS. )a i dt 4 ~~~~ A at at
» N^A (b^ ** bg) (if ** ^g)
(A » cor© cross-sectional area. 
,sq*s|*).
» 2 I^A j£ (B sin (n - 4) tot - F sin (n - 2) tot 4 G sin ntot 
•F sin (n ♦ 2) tot 4 $ sin (a + 4) tot 4 L sin (Sn • 2) tot 
-II sin 3nujfc+ L sin (3n + 2) cot + P sin 5 ntot)
(nG oos ntot - 3n M cos 3n cot + 6a P cos 5 ntot (66)
4 (a - 4) F cos (n - 4} cot - (a - 2) F oos (a - 2) cot
- (n + 2) F oos (n + 2) tot 4 (» + 4) E oos (a 4 4) cot
+ (3n - 2) L oos (3n - 2) tot 4 (3n 4 2) E oos (3n 4- 2) tot)
Similarly, th© voltage aoross CB
■ %  r i £ i  + I f i i  ^  = vL at at J a z
« ZbM^A (A oos tot - 30 cos 3tot + 5P oos 5tot - (2a - 3} J oos (2n-3) tot 
+ (2n - l) K cos (2n - l) tot - (2n + 1) K oos (2n 4 l) cot (67)
4 (2n 4 3) J cos (2n 4 3) tot - (4n - l) H cos (4n - l) tot
4 (4n 4 l) H oos (4n + 1) tot
Hence it oan be seen from the above expressions that the voltages 
appearing aoross each set of energizing windings on the cores ( B and DB 
in Fig, 31} contain fundamental 4 Harmonic components of one supply and 
additionally certain ’’intermodulation products” as given above* (Neglecting 
winding resistanoes),
Th© voltage aoross one oor© only* i*e, FB
%  d f 1 * HjA dbl
dt dt
- S l ­
at N^ Ato £a o o s  cot -  30 cos 3tot +  5D cos Scot +  (n -  4) e c o s  (n-4) tot
- (n - 2) F oos (n - 2) tot 4 n G oos ntot - (n 4 2) F cos (n+2) tot
4 (n 4 4) E oos (n 4 4) ojt - (2n - 3) J oos (2n - 3) cot
4 (2n - l) K oos (2n - 1) cot - (2n + l) K cos (2n 4 l) cot (63)
4 (2n 4 3) J cos (2n 4 3) cot 4 (3n - 2) L oos (3n - 2) cot
- 3nM oos 3 not + (3n + 2) L oos (3n 4 2) tot - (4» - l) H cos (4n-l)tot
4 (4n 4 l ) S  cos (4n 4 l) cot 4 5 nP cos 3 ntot j
From equations 66 and 67 it is seen that -the effect of the back-to-back 
connection when compared with single-core excitation (equation 68) prevents a 
large percentage of the harmonic voltage terms generated in each core from 
appearing aoross th© source terminals*
For the case when n is large, the voltage appearing across th© "out” 
souroe consists of harmonics of tot 4 higher order terms in n. Similarly, 
the voltage across the ”n tot” source oonsists of ha monies of n tot 4 higher 
order terms in n. If large air-cored inductances are inserted in th© 
supply circuits, th© impedance presented to the harmonic voltages will
restrict the flow of harmonic current to negligible proportions*
l$h@n n is small the intermodulation products give rise to voltage 
components at the harmonic frequencies of each source, this case is 
illustrated for n » 3,
then =s 2toil|A (A cos tot - 3 (C 4 j) cos 3 tot
4 5 (D 4 K) o o s  5 tot - 7 X cos 7 tot 4 9 J oos 9 tot (69)
- U N  oos 11 tot 4 13 N oos 13 tot)
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and v 3 ~ 2<j%A (-E + F) cos cot + 3G con S cot - 5F oos Scot
+ 9 (E + L) c o s  ? cot - 9 M o o s  9 cot + 11 L cos 11 cot (70)
+ 15 P oos 15 cot)
From those equations it would at first sight appear that the use of 
the back-to-back connection was of little advantage due to the presence 
of 3tot and cub terms across the cot and Scot souroes respectively* The 
magnitude of the coefficients of these terms is small and it is found 
that they do not in any way detract from the method, provided the source 
impedances are relatively large in comparison with the core winding 
impedance.
The corresponding voltage across one core winding (i.e,, FB, Fig,31) 
when n » 3 is obtained from ©qu&tion 68,
» N^ Ato ( (A - E - F) cos tot — 3 (C + J <i* (?) cos 3 tot
+ 5 (D + I • F) oos 5  tot - 7 ( K - F - L )  c o s  7 tot (7l)
+ 9 (J - M) c o s  9 tot + 11 (L - N) o o s  11 cot 
♦ 13 K cos 13 tot + 15 P cos 15 tot)
From this equation it is seen that th© effect of the intermodulation 
when n * 3  is to alter the magnitude of the true harmonic terms (tot, Scot, 
5tot, 9cot) by amounts depending on the magnitudes of h£, >13 and the cor© 
constants b and c. The res®ining terms 7 wt, 11 o)t and 13 tot are set up 
solely by intermodulation, since the normal core harmonic components are 
only considered up to and including the 5th in this analysis*
Note,
The values of the constants A, C and D under combined Magnetization 
differ from A’, G*, D» (see Page 59 ) obtained for single frequency
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excitation, but the change is NOT due to the effect of the int rmodulation 
terms, as shown by the general expression for b^ on Page 57 (equation 65).
The above theory has been developed on th© assumption that 
hysteresis and eddy ourrent effects are absent* While this is not th© 
case in practice, it does indicate th© effect of the baok-to-baok methods 
of connection. Due to core losses there will not be perfect balance 
between cores for any frequency, as the flux density is a double-valued 
function of the magnetising force*
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PART II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS,
* 65 -
CHAPTER 14 
GENERAL CIRCUIT DETAILS 4
From th© theoretical considerations of Part 1* Chapter 4, it is 
seen that under certain conditions of combined nagnetlssation the low- 
frequency component of core loss may be reduced below the single 
frequency value by th© action of the higher frequency tern* These 
results have been investigated experimentally, using the basic circuit 
shown in Fig, 3 (See also Part I, Chapter 7)*
Cor© construction.
Two exactly similar specimens of special Lohys were assembled.
To ensure that each core had th© same magnetic properties, the 64 ring 
stampings used wer© sub-divided and mixed until two cores of equal 
weight with 32 stampings each were obtained. As the insulin© coating 
on the stampings showed signs of deterioration, rings of tracing paper 
(0,0025” thick) wer© inserted between the stampings, Before th© 
windings were put on, each core was half-lapped with insulating tape.
Each winding was distributed evenly round the complete core circumference. 
Specimen details.
Stampings* 19 cm 0.D,
16 cm I.D,
0,014” nominal thickness 
Core weight 639 gm each
Core area l) From ring thickness 1,524 cm2
2) From oore weight (assuming density 7,80
1.495 cm2
Mean path length 54.9 cm
Windings t 1) 4:00s 50 S.W.G. Lumex
2) 100T 7/0*007Sn Durawire
3) 400T 22 S.W.G* D.S.C. enamel
4) 100T 18 S.W.G* Lumex
To illustrate fully the effects of phase change upon the core 
loss values under conditions of combined magnetization, a series of 
tests was oarried out with various values of magnetizing force 
components to illustrate th© loss variations as the relative phase 
angle is altered. To enable the phase angle to be controlled, it 
is necessary to utilize two supplies whose frequencies are looked to 
one another. The necessary circuits etc. to enable 50 and 100 o/s, 
and SO and 150 o/s to be obtained practically with provision for 
accurate and easy change of phase angle are described in Appendix (b) 
The cores are magnetized under sine current conditions through­
out these tests. Whil© it is realized that this condition of 
magnetization is not always obtained, the choice of test method rests 
between sine flux, or sine current, with the normal practical 
condition between these two ideals. Under combined magnetization 
the test method used, i,e, back-to-back connection, is ideally suited 
to the case with sine current. the cores in series, as in Fig.
3, although sinusoidal supply voltages could bo obtained, the 
individual core voltages and hence the flux would not be sinusoidal, 
Th© sum of the voltages aoross the two cores would add together to 
give the sinusoidal supply voltage. It might be suggested that this
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could be overcome by connecting the windings in parallel# Obviously 
if both lot*/ frequency and high frequency windings are connected in 
parallel as in Fig# 1, the main asset of the back-back connection is 
lost since each supply will inject its own voltage components into 
th© other source and also cause a large Circulating current in th® 
windings# This method is obviously useless#
Fig. 1#
If one set of windings is connected in series, the circuit
for a parallel connected saturable reactor is obtained# For two-
frequency excitation (fg > 0) a circulating ourrent will still be 
#
obtained in the parallel branch, v&ile the core excitation from the 
high frequency source is no longer sine flux, (See Fig* 2)* This 
method is, therefore, not suitable*
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In view of the above, it is seen that to utilize fully the 
back-back method of connection the two cores must have their windings 
series connected and energised under sine ourrent conditions. This 
connection is used for all the tests carried out on the oores (See
Fig. a).
100
Fig, 3.
By means of ammeter switches at 1, 2 and 3 the components of 
the total current wav© can be obtained. For a.c, potentiometer 
measurements a standard resistance is inserted at 1 and the two 
components of the magnetizing force obtained, the voltage components 
being measured from the voltage across the 400 search coils AO or 
BO, This voltage is th© total core voltage containing h> *n and 
harmonics of both these components.
For wattmeter readings the two oore-loss components are 
obtained by inserting the current coil at 2, to give and at 3 for 
Wf with the voltage coil connected across the 400^ winding A0 or B0. 
The sum of these two loss values will equal %  which is obtained by 
inserting the current coil in position 1.
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CHAPTER 2
EFFECT OF PHASE IS THE FREQUENCY OF THE SUPERIMPOSED 
MAGNETIZING FORCE IS VARIED.
Sine© only th® maximum and minimum values of the core loss component 
are required, it is not necessary to have looked frequency supplies to 
illustrate this effect. A motor generator set -was used to obtain 
frequencies over the range 100 ~ 250 c/s. The circuit diagram of the set 
is shown in Fig. 4. The speed of the set was altered by armature 
resistance and to maintain the torque, the field current Aims increased as 
the armature current was reduced.
Wit& th© cores energized in the normal manner from the 50-c/s supply 
and the motor-generator set, the frequency of the latter was adjusted to 
give a slow drift of the core los" from maximum to minimum values. The 
core loss components were obtained frora the maximum and minimum readings 
of the wattmeter, whose voltage ooil was permanently across the 400 T
X
24V
To specimen, 
variable frequency, 
O-IOOV
X
Motor Alternator 
field field
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winding . The current coil was inserted by th© a cine ter switch into each 
supply lead and the total current circuit as shown in Fig* 3.
XgO “ 0.6A. I superimposed « 0.3A,
fo/a 0 50 100 150 200 250 1450
% o  “**
0*55 1*57 1.20 1.44 1.10 1.03 0.91
Min 0*55 0.26 0.70 0.66 1.04 0*98 0.91
MaxWhf 0 0.92 0*33 0.65 0.55 0.63 m
Min 0 0.5 0.21 0.3 0.52 0.6 -
wT 0.55 1.64 1.44 1.78 1.65 1.65 m
Min 0*55 0.19 1.03 1.28 1.54 1.58 mm
k50 =W50 JS* 
Min
1 6*05 1.71 2.18 1.06 1.05 1.0
^hf Max 
*** * M n
1 1.84 1.57 2.17 1.06
♦
1.05 1.0
. Wm Max 
ktotal * T e :
1 8.65 1.40 1.39 1.07 1.04 1.0
71 -
i
30 0c/s00 200
Fig, 5.
From the values of ^total » it is seen that the effects of
phase change have practically ceased to alter the total core loss when 
the frequency ratio is 5/l3 for the values of magnetizing foroe in 
this test. For all values, the limit of the range in which the phase 
of the higher frequency component with respect to the lower fx, affects 
the total cor© loss say be taken as lOfx. The peak which occur* at 
£! on the graph for k^0^ax is, of course, dependent on th© values of hx 
and h^. For the case when h^ = th© value of k is 00 at f^ since
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th© maximum and minimum h values are 2hq and zero when the frequencies of 
the two components are equal#
Th© increase in th© values of kgQ and k^f when the frequency is
150 o/s is due to a combination of the 150-c/s voltage component from the
3rd hamonic of the 50-c/s supply and the fundamental of th© 150-c/s 
supply# These both contribute to the core loss at 150 c/s.
Conditions which give the largest change in core loss with phase 
angle occur ^ r^hen hf » 3fl# This is, of course, discounting the condition 
when hf » fq since this is not a true case of combined magnetization which 
assumes two magnetizing forces of different frequencies# Core conditions 
when hf « fq are obtained in the normal manner for single-frequency 
excitation# The case when hf « 3fq is accordingly fully Investigated and
additionally, the case when hf = 2fl#
There is no harmonio interference for thxs latter case, as core 1 
magnetization gives rise to odd terms and core 2 to even harmonic terms in 
the flux density wave#
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CHAPTER 3
VARIATION OF MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM CORE LOSS COMPONENTS OVER THE 
RANGE OF MAGNETIZING FORCE VALUES.
Th© ©ores were energized from the 50-c/s and 150-c/s supplies in the 
normal manner and th© relative ph&se-angle altered to give maximum and 
minimum core loss values (total, 50 and 150-c/s components)* "When the 
cores are not operating in the saturated region it would be expected that 
maximum and minimum values would be obtained, when h * h^ sin (ot * 60) + hg 
sin 3o)t and h « sin «t + hg sin Scot respectively* This is seen to be 
th© case. As the cores are taken into fee saturated region, the effects of 
the eddy currents cause a non-uniform flux distribution across th© core- 
sec ti on and sine© the magnitude of this loss is proportional to th© r.m.s. 
voltage induced in a search coil winding, it is seen that the maximum cor© 
loss oan occur at a value of phase angle which does not giv© Bm but gives 
the maximum value of (See &lso Chapter 4 for values of Bf.nus.)*
Additionally, it is assumed that the core is being subjected throughout to 
the magnetizing force which is measured in terms of the value at the 
surface of the core* It must, of course, be borne in mind that in'general 
the peaks of th© observable values of B and H do not synchronize.
Variation of maximum and minimum values of total core loss with superimposed 
magnetizing force for various values of 50-c/s magnetizing orce.
■^ iso 0,05 0.1 0.2
0.3 0.4 0.5 0,85 A
Vlg/core max 1 *09 1.24 1.51 1,78 2,06 2.31 2.46 W
% 0  * 
ho*
109,2
Q.6A
f 55° 40° 45° 45° 43° 40° 40°
l&j/care rain 0.88 0.88 1.05 1.28 1.53 1*78 1,98 w
f 0 -5° -10° -10° -18° -206 -30°
Vm/core max 0.68 0.84 1.11 1,42 1.73 2.06 2.26 w
H50 *
ho*
81.9 
0,45 A
f 58° 56° §3° 52° 53° 80° 50°
Wfg/oore min 0.48 0.51 0,7 0.99 1*33 1.7 1,92 w
<P 0 0 -8° -5° -15° -30° -30°
W-./core max 0.26 0,4 0,68 0,98 1,36 1.88 2,37 F
%o =
I50 a
54,6
0.3A
f 60° 60° 60° 60° 60° 60° 60°
IVy/core rain 0.1-1 0,2 0.41 0.71 1,1 1,56 1*92 W
f 0 0 0 -5° -10° *10° -10°
*50
0,6 I
1 0,81 0,71 0.69 0.72 0.74 0.78 0.80
0*45 0.71 0.61 0,63 0.69 0.77 0,82 0.85
0*3 0.54 0.50 0.60 0.73 0.81 0.83 0.81
o< * W>p/ core ruinfp -■— ------  ------ - -r t u
V«y/oore max
or
e
3
2
o
03 050 0.!
Fig. 6. 
Variation ot Vj.max
3
2
0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,6 A
150
FigJ.
Variation ot W T#M1N
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From Figs. 6 and 7 it is seen that for the lower range of I15q the 
core loss is always greater than the value obtained under single frequency 
excitation. As the higher frequency component is increased, the total 
core loss approaches the value for IgQ « 0. The value of X^5q at which 
this condition is obtained depends on the lower frequency magnetizing 
force, as shown graphically in Figs. 6 and 7# Th© minimum values of Wj 
are obtained at lower values of H^q for the same HgQ than the maximum 
values. For large values of H-^q the maximum and minimum values of total 
cor© loss tend to the values obtained under single frequenoy conditions 
(i.e. H50 =s 0). It should be noted that for each value of HgQ under com­
bined magnetization, there is one value of the 150-c/s component which 
causes no change in core loss when H^q is removed. This value is given 
by tl © intersection of the HgQ » 0 curve with those for various values of 
HgQ. Further increase of % 5q causes an overall reduction In core loss 
under combined magnetization compared with the corresponding loss for 
single frequency conditions at 150 c/s. As the magnitude of % g Q  is 
further increased, this reduction will be reduced since, as stated above, 
these curves tend to th© HgQ = 0 curve for very large values of H150*
$hen the ratio is plotted to a base of H1Kn it is seen (Fig.
^Tmax
8) that the smaller the value of the 50-o/s magnetizing force, the larger 
is the difference between maximum and minimum core loss values for small 
values of H15q , but it is obvious that as HgQ is further reduced this 
condition must be reversed. In the limit when HgQ » 0 the value ofo^ rp 
is unity for all values of H ^ q .
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1
0.4 040.2 130
Fig. 8.
Variation ofoC-j* with I^gQ
Variation of maximum and minimunt values of 50-c/s component of core loss.
I150 0.05 0.10 0,15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
TV- ~"uQraax
COc*r—* 1.22 1.31 1.38 1.42 1.44 1,42 1.34 1.28
H50 * 109,2A f 60° 60° 60° 80° 60° 58° 52° 44° 42°
*50 * 0.6A %0min 0,85 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.67 0,66 0,58 0.47 0.44
f 0° 0° 0° 0° -6° -8° -18° -30° -30°
w50max 0.69 0*79 0.87 0,93 0,96 0,96 0,93 0.87. 0.76
% 0  *81.9 <p 60° 60° 60° 600 60° 57° 52° 46° 38°
X50 ~ °«43A %0min 0*44 0.38 0.41 0.43 0,44 0.45 0.42 0.36 0.25
?
0O 0° ...00 “4° -12° -13° -24° -33°
[C
or
e
0.8
0.3A
0.4
0.10 0.3 0.40.2 0.5 0.6A
I|50 
Fig. 9. 
Variation of W 50<MAX
0.8
0.6
0.3A
0.15 A
0.2 0.3 0.4
I|so 
ig. 10.
Variation of W50 m N
0.5 0.6A
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(Contd) I^qq 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0 .4 0,5 0.6
^oOamx 0*25 0*336 0*395 0.435 0.465 0.485 0.48 0.44 0.36
H50 = 54.6 <p 60° 60° 60° 60° 60° 55° 40° 35° 35°
I50 * °*3A wS0min 0.11 0.12 0*145 0*18 0,205 0.22 0.20 0.175 0.1
<P 0° 0° 0° 0° 0° -10° -11° -25° -40°
’hjOraax 0.025 0.045 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.125 0.1
<f 60° 60° 60° 60° 60° 52° 50° 300
% 0  ” V'50min 0.01 0*01 0,02 0.04 0.05 0.065 0.08 0.08
f
0° 0° 0O 0° DO -10° -17° -18°
■Fso
0*79 0*58 0*526 0.5 0*47 0.45 0.41 0.35 0.34
0.46 <*g0 0.635 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.47 0 .45 0.41 0*33
0,3 ©i 50 0*44 0.30 0.37 0.41 0.44 0.45 0.42 0.40 0.28
0*15 oq qq 0*4 0.22 0.28 0 *4 0.45 0.54 0.61 0.64
v% q/oore in*n
50 K Wgo/oore max.
The variation of the minimum component (Fig* 10) is of most interest 
since in this m y  it is possible to control the core loss by altering the 
magnitude and phase of the superimposed component* Once the core reaches 
the saturated state it is seen that for all values of 50-e/s nagnetiaing 
force, this loss component rapidly decreases* This occurs when the cor© 
ilux is severely distorted due to large 150-o/s component• The shape of 
these curves is seen to be similar to those obtained from the high frequency 
tests (Chapter 6), where all phase effects can be neglected. The first 
minimum value of % Q ^ n,occurring a ^ow value of % 5 0  will correspond to
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naximura core permeability, which is obtained for the same value of
valv^ of HgQ.
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.2 0.6A
iso
ll.
Variation of ot gy.
The variation of ot gQ (Fig. 11) indicates that the effect 6f phase 
change for low values of K ^ q is more pronounced when HgQ is small#
When %gQ is increased, this effect is swamped# As th© higher-frequency 
component is farther increased, a large phase effect is obtained, 
provided th© lower-frequency component is large enough to take the core 
into th© saturated region (See Fig. 11. When IgQ » 0.15A, = 0.64, 
while for IgQ * 0#3Aj ot a 0.35 for the same value of Iqgo)* For large 
low-frequency cor© loss variations due to the effect of phase change, 
there are two possible core conditions
1) Peak magnetizing force Km just below the knee of the B - H curve# 
(i.e. Ihnax)
2) HgQ > Hm in l) and II15Q large.
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The relative phase angles at which the maximum. and minimum oor© 
loss values are obtained have been given for all the foregoing tests. 
This serves as an indication of core conditions, giving a measure of 
th© flux distortion and eddy current loss present in the core* When 
the core is operating well into the saturated region, th© angle
ahanges considerably with an increase in
Variation of maximum and minimum values of 150-c/s component of 
cor© loss
*150 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0,55
loQsdax 0,14 0.39 0.65 1.0 1.41 1.61
HgQ s* 109,2 f 0 -4° -9° -17° 1 ro 0 0 -25°
IgO te Q,6A *160mia - 0.05 0,3 0,6 0.95 1.16
f - 75° 70° 65° 50° 50°
ISOraax 0.12 0.32 0.57 0.91 1.33 1.65
H50 « 81.9 f 0 +10° -8° -10°
00to1 -30°
I60 * 0.45A w150nia 0 0.21 0.46 0,77 1.19 . 1.44
1000 90° 85° 80° 40° 30°
^150raax 0.07 0.24 0,5 0.88 1.60 2.04
HgQ a 54,6 <P 60° 60° 60° 68° 68° 750
IgO ® 0,3A "ISOmin 0.07 0.21 0,46 0.82 1.34 1.62
<P 8° 80 10° 10° 0° 0°
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(Contd) *150 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0,55
X50
Q.6A *  150 - 0.128 0.462 0.6 0.675 0.715
0.45A ^ I S O - 0.66 0.81 0.845 0.895 0.872
0.3A 150 - 0.875 0.92 0.936 0,835 0.795
q( = w15o/°oye Wlin
ISO r^i5o/core max*
From Figs. 12 and IS It is seen that the minimum values of W^gQ and 
maximum values, provided the core is not fully saturated, are obtained 
for the largest value of HgQ* This would be expected since the avail­
able flux change mil be large when HgQ is large. As the core is 
taken well into the saturated region by an increase in %gQ, the maximum 
core loss value is now given by the minimum value of HgQ. This is due 
to the core being carried well into saturation by the relatively large 
150-c/s component. ( % 5Q > % q  for this condition to occur). Th© 
flux density waveform is now sharply peaked, giving rise to a large 
150-c/s loss component.
The variation of * 1 5 0  (F*S* shows that the largest core loss 
swing, with phase angle, occurs when !%q is large and H15q is small*
0.3A
2
0A5A
D.6A
U
m
0 01 02 0 3
iso
0504 0 6 A
Fig.12.
Variation of W,50MA)l
3
2
o
0 CU 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6A
1^50
Fig.13.
Variation of V I50M1H
10.2
0.6A
°-2 1,50 M
Fig * 14• 
Variation of
A similar series of tests was carried, out with the cores 
magnetized at 50 c/s and 100 c/s, The core magnetizing force is  
defined as h = hj cos fot +(f) + hg cos 2ojfc, The results are 
sursraarized in Figs, 15-23,
The curves of most interest are those showing the variation of 
^Tmin an<* %0min (Figs. 16 and 19), When compared with the correspond­
ing results obtained previously for 150 c/s and 50 c/s, it is seen that 
th© f-n> curve has a minimum value for low values of 100-o/s magnetizing 
force, whereas for 150-o/s excitation th© minimum occurs when.^go' 
zero* Thus, under combined magnetization at 5Q and 100 o/s, the 
total core loss is less than the single low frequency loss, over the 
lower range of %0Q* w^0n the total core magnetizing force is defined 
as
h « hq cos cot + h£ cos 2 ot
0.1 0.2 0.3
.■*■100 
Fig. 15.
Variation of W T MAX
0.4 0.5 A
U
0.4
0.2 T 0.3 i
*100
Fig. 16. Variation Of W T m N
0.5 A0.40
ajoo.
0.8
0.6
0.4
0 0.2 0.40.1 0.3
100
Fig. 17. 
Variation of pCT
1.2
0.3A
0.4
0.15 A
0.30 0.40.1 0.2
too
Fig., 18.
Variation of W 5o.M ax.
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Th© reduction occurs, provided the lower frequenoy loop is forced 
by a magnetizing force w'rdoh causes this loop to extend above the 
"lower bend” region of the magnetization characteristic, i.e. when 
£50 > 0.2A approximately. The percentage reduction is greater in th© 
region when I^q « 0,3A corresponding to operation at the maximum core 
permeability. This position of operation also gives the largest 
charge of cor© loss with phase angle, as shown by the variation of y 
in Fig, 17, Approximately, for values of TIqq in the saturated region, 
th© maximum phase effect is obtained for H^oo ® i %0* This also is 
the minimum value of %qq to cause the magnetising force wave to be 
re-entrant for all values of phase angle, (See also Part I, Chapter 3),
The variation of WgQmin (Pig* 19) is seen to be similar to the 
values previously obtained .Cor 150-c/s excitation. If the lOQ-c/s 
magnetizing force could be increased further, the gradual reduction in 
would be obtained for large values of %oo* The reduction at lower 
values of 150-c/s magnetising force m y  be due to the 150-o/s flux 
component being caused partly by its own magnetizing fore© and partly 
from the 3rd harmonic component of the 50-c/s flux wave. In th©
100-c/s case, there is no interaction between fluxes sinoe their frequenoy 
components are all dissimilar (i,e. odds from 50 c/sj evens from 100 c/s). 
The maximum phase effect again occurs for I50 « 0,3A when I^qq = 0,15A, 
i.e. Hi00 = i %)•
The results for Wiqq (Figs. 21 - 23) show that this component of loss 
is reduced as the low frequenoy raagretizing force is increased, the 
maximum phase effect occuring; with th© largest value of low frequency 
magnetizing force.
0.8
2 0.6
o
0.3A
0.2
0.15 A
0 0.1 0.3 0.40.2
I»oo 
Fip.l 9. 
Variation of V 50>Mm<
0.4
0.2
0.5 A0.3 0.40 0.20.1
r'3?2 0. 
Variation of ^50
V
L.
o
0.4
0 0.1 0.3 0.5 A0.2
f e i .
Variation of Vi
0.4
0.4
0.2 0.3 0.40.10 0.5 A
100
Fi$.22.
Variation of W,00,M1N
00 
I
0.8
0.2
0.-40.2 0.30 0.1
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Fig. 2 3.
Variation of c^|00
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CHAPTER 4
EFFECT OF RELATIVE PHASE M K  CHANGE ON LOSS COMPONENTS,
In th© preceding section it is seen that there are very large 
changes in th© core loss components due to a change of phase angle. 
The values obtained only indicate the extreme conditions of loss 
component and it is considered desirable to investigate how these 
quantities alter between their extreme limits. Accordingly, looked 
frequency supplies were used and the relative phase angle altered 
over a complete range of values. The iindividual loss components 
were obtained from a,c. potentiometer measurements. Details of the 
a,o, potentiometer circuits used to enable two-frequency results to 
be measured are given in Appendix (a),
Th© magnetization conditions considered are 
h» * hx sin (314t +<(?)+ hg sin 628t
and hw = hx sin (314t + f) + hg sin 942t
Th© results are obtained for hq = 154,4 AT/m over a range of
values for hg and hg and additionally for hq » 77,2 AT/m, The range
of phase angle, which is always obtained with respect to the 50-o/s 
supply, necessary to carry th© core through a complete cycle of loss 
changes depends on the higher frequency component, T’ith 100-c/s 
excitation the core conditions repeat after 180° as the on© minor loop 
has then returned to its original position. Over the range 0° - 90° 
the results are repeated again from 90° - 180°, due to the loop 
symmetry. The core loss conditions when f « 10° say, are identical
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with those obtained when (f ® 100°, Heno© a complete cycle of the phase 
effects will be obtained if is varied from 0° - 90°, Similarly with 
150-c/s excitation the core conditions repeat exactly, i.e. each of the 
two minor loops return to their original position after a change of 240°, 
but due to loop symmetry th© conditions obtained over 0 - 120° are 
repeated from 120° - 240°. A complete cycle of results is obtained with 
120° change of phase. In addition to core loss values the peak core 
flux-density is obtained for all phase angles. Due to th© possibility 
of the induced voltage wave being re-entrant, the standard method of 
obtaining Btii by a rectifier voltmeter cannot be applied and the peak 
flux value was read directly using a valve voltmeter (see Appendix (o)). 
To enable the eddy-current loss in the core to be approximately obtained 
an r.m.s. meter was connected across the 400^ search coil. To prevent 
any current being taken in this circuit a vacuo-junction and unipivot 
movement were used, full details of which are given in Appendix (o).
Using the approximate formula for eddy-loss derived in Appendix (d), the 
true total core hysteresis loss can be estimated. At the present time, 
no method has been devised to determine what percentage of the total 
eddy-current is supplied from source 1 and source 2 since when 50 and 
150-c/s supplies ©re used, there is interaction between the 150-o/s 
voltage component and the third harmonic of the 50-o/s voltage. This 
is not a serious matter as it is the variation in total core loss from 
each s urce which is being investigated. Additionally, the trend at 
the present time is not to separate out the hysteresis and eddy-current 
loss components due to the large discrepancies obtained, but to treat
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the core loss as a complete unit. In practical cases, of course, it 
is the total loss which is of concern. ($ee also Appendix (d))*
Test A gives results for combined magnetization at 50 and 100 o/s* 
A series of tests was carried out by variation of the 100»o/s 
magnetizing force. A specimen set of results obtained from one of 
these tests is shown*
The variation in individual loss components and total core loss 
for the above case is shown in Fig* 24* The results from th© complete 
series of teats ©re summarized in Figs. 25 «* 28*
Test At Xr a50
I100
=* 0 *6A 
- 0.6A
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h =
*w
154 s in (o.t + ft) + 154 sin 2 C’.t
0 10 20 30 40
I50 + aX 0*263 0,353 0.426 0.497
0.547
+ Jbl **0.54 -0.485 -0.416 -0.335 -0.246
E50 + ®2 0*544 0.532 0.501 0,452 0.370
- 3”2 -0,139 -0.06 0,027 0.178 0.310
Voltage Factor 20 20 20 20 20
*XOO + °X 0,578 0,578 0.578 0.578 0.578
♦ % 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,06 0,08
®X00 + °2 0,123 0,092 0.064 0.188 0.31
+ jd2 0,87 0.877 0,837 0.666 0.495
Voltage Factor 20 20 20 20 20
ala2 + 0.218 0.216 0.202 0.166 0.126
Wgo/oore 1.09 1-.08 1.01 0.83 0.63
°X°2 + dIdZ 0.115 0,097 0,079 0,141 0.205
Wl(X)/oore 0,144 0.121 0.099 0.176 0.265
% 0  * wl(X)/oore 1.234 1.201 1.109 1,006 0.866
B*T + 0,709 0,709 0.709 0,768 0.797
®mT * 0.945 0.915 0.855 0.680 0.517
®mT peak-peak 1.654 1.624 1.564 1,448 1.314
ir T400 Jt’d'US* 16.7 16.0 15.2 13.8 13,7
Eddy Loss/core 0.338 0.308 0.279 0.232 0.227
W<j> hyst 0.896 0.893 0,830 0.774 0.659
Bdo0 0.826 0.790 0.737 0.718 0.715
®ml00 0,325 0,325 0.31 0.256 0.216
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h » 154 sin (o)t ♦ 0) 154 sin 2 wt
50 60 70 80 90
ho * ai 0,575 0.594 0.594 0,58 0.56
♦ -0.174 -0.072 0.03 0.138 0.234
Ego + a2 0,403 0,367 0.317 0,259 0.173
♦ j*>2 0.444 0.474 0.498 0.51 0,508
Voltage Factor 20 20 20 20 20
^LOO + 81 1.120 1.120 1,120 1.120 1,120
♦ Oil 0,070 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.070
B100 + °2 0.324 0.325 0.291 0,274 0,283
+ 2 0.464 0.606 0.556 0.581 0,595
Voltage Factor 40 40 40 40 40
ala2 + blb2 0,155 0,184 0.203 0.224 0.213
W50/o°re 0.775 0.920 1,0X5 1.12 1,065
cl°2 * dld2 0.395 0.399 0.365 0.345 0,369
wioo/°°r® 0.990 1.00 0.910 0.863 O.apS
w50 + W10Q 1.765 1.920 1.925 1.983 1.960
BnT ♦ 1,11 1.17 1.19 1,19 1.14
BmJ - 0.676 0.73 0.77 0,79 0*83
Bmx peak-peak 1.786 1,90 1.96 1.98 1.97
20.4 21.0 21,7 22,0 22.0
Eddy loss /core 0.50 0.532 0,568 0,585 0.585
W.|> hyst 1.265 1.388 1.357 1,398 1,375
Bra50 0.836 0.886 0.873 0.845 0.792
BmlOO 0.416 0.446 0.465 0.475 0.487
100
100’4 0 8020 6 0
Fig. 24.
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Variation of flux density components
For combined magnetization in the range k > 0 < 1 (k * |'!lnr) )
hscT
the total core loss under this condition is greater than the loss obtained 
when the low frequency term is acting alone. The effect of phase on the 
total loss causes it to vary between wide limits, as shown in Fig. 25,
When the cor© is magnetized at 50 and 100 c/s the minimum total cor© loss 
occurs when f » 45° (approximatel^O, which is also the condition for 
minimum magnetizing force. The variation in total loss is relatively 
small in comparison with the changes in the individual loss components.
The lower frequency term will be considered first since it is usually of 
most interest.
There are two dist3.nct regions of operation for phase effects, the 
first applicable when th© core is operating below saturation, and the 
second when it is well into the saturated region. For th© first case, 
the necessary conditions to give a reduction in low-frequency cor© loss 
below the value obtained under sine-current single-frequency excitation 
follow the theory in Part I, These results ar© shown for the case when
% 0  * Xiqq * 0.15A and ,3A. For th© latter case, it is seen from
Fig, 26 that no reduction in low-frequency loss occurs over the phase
• ,
angle range, whereas when the 100-c/s component is reduced to 0.15A,
there is a reduction in loss over a range of phase angles from (f ~ 30 «*■ 60° 
It must be borne in mind that in Part I the results were obtained by 
assuming an expression which of necessity comprised only a few terms to 
represent a function which would be defined accurately by a very large 
number of terms. In this way, the theory ceases to be of value when the
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cores are operating well into the saturated region# From the 
experimental results, Fig# 26, it is seen that, provided the 100-e/e 
component of magnetizing force exceeds 26$ of the fundamental term, 
there will be a reduction in low-frequency core loss# As th©
1 GO-e/s component is increased, the minimum value of core loss is 
further reduced*
Hie necessary requirement for a reduction of loss in the two 
regions of core operation are exactly opposite, i*e, 
l) Small % 0 0  (only limited range of values)
Z) Large % Q 0 (the larger H^qq, the smaller ’%p)#
Th© phase angle values throughout these testa are determined with 
respect to the current wave and hence due to the angle (not a constant)
between B and H in th© core the minimum loss will not always occur at
th© same phase angle value when the core is in the saturated region, 
since the flux wave then contains a high percentage of hamonic terns* 
This is shown in Fig, 26, where the minimum occurs at f ® 45° for
I^OO » 0#15A and is shifted to f « 34° when X^qq ~ 0#6A. Th©
variation of th© actual minimum and maximum values has been considered 
previously in Part II, Chapter 3, for a large range of 50 and 100-o/s 
magnetization, conditions#
It is of interest to compare the variation of th© 50-c/s 
component of flux density in the core with th© loss value obtained as 
th© phase angle is altered over the range# Since the 50-o/s 
component of magnetizing force is constant in magnitude, the variation 
in core loss is caused by alteration in the magnitude and phase of this
flux component# It is seen that the phase a gle for minimum core loss
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is not that i#iioh gives a minimum value for (Fig* 29)* It can
thus be stated that the reduction in loss occurs primarily due to a 
change in the angle o the complex permeability . This change is 
caused by the action of the higher frequency components acting on the 
core*
The variation in the 100-c/s loss component with phase angle 
does not show a large variation when its magnetising force is large,
(Fig, 27), As this value is reduced to 0,5H5q, comparatively large
changes in loss are obtained* This is the smallest value of super­
imposed magnetizing force to give a re-entrant wave for all phase 
angle values. For this value of H-^ qq and all larger values, the 
loss under single frequency conditions Is greater than when the same 
magnetizing force is acting with a low-frequency value large enough 
to take the core into the saturated region,
IThen th© low-f equenoy value is reduced, it is seen from Fig,
28 that th© individual loss value for H^qq =* is the mean value of 
the loss under combined magnetization. For smaller values of H^qq 
the loss is greater than obtained in the single frequency test.
As previously, th© core conditions determine whether the high©in­
frequency loss term is increased or decreased when the same sinusoidal 
magnetizing force- acts under combined conditions. When the core is 
operating in the saturated region, there will be a reduction in this 
loss term. It must be noted that conditions ere considered in the 
range H100 ^  H50* Tf Hqoo ^^50 the above conditions no longer apply 
since in the limit when Hqq -*0, there will be no change in the high* r- 
frequenoy loss term.
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-"hen the total core loss is obtained ?-i.th given values of magnetizing 
force and the cores are operating under single frequency magnetization, it 
is seen that the sum of these values is always greater than the minimum 
loss obtained with the same magnetizing force components under combined 
magnetization, When the 100-e/s component is small in comparison with 
Hg0, there is very little difference between the individual sum of % 0  and 
% 0 0  an(* minimum value for combined conditions,
When the 50-c/s component is large enough to take the core to the 
saturated region, the loss under combined conditions is less for all phase 
angle values than the sum of the single frequency values. For the case 
when H50 is small, the minimum loss under combined conditions is less than 
the sum of the individual loss values, but as the relative phase of the 
components is altered the combined loss becomes greater than the sum of 
the individual losses. This would be expected since, if the core is 
operating below the saturation region, an increase in magnetizing force 
will also cause a large increase in flux density with a corresponding 
increase in loss.
The corresponding results from single and combined tests are given
below,
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I50 0,6 0.6 n.6 0,6 0.3 0.3
3C100 0,6 0.45 0,3 0.15 0.3 0.15
Single frequency ?'gQ 
tests.
0,872 0,872 0,872 0.872 0.169 0.169
I V  ■
"100 1.92 1.04 0,275 0.0113 0,275 0.0113
•50 + W100 2.792 1.912 1.147 0.883 0.444 0.180
Combined
conditions
1*?..
J Tmax 2.0 1.86 1.24 1.15 0.70 0.40
^ Train 1.7 1 .**2 0,90 0.87 0.42 0.12
Core Impedance,
Th© large power changes which are associated with the variation of 
relative phase angle imply that under sine current conditions the core 
impedance is varying. Due to the two-frequency excitation, the impedance 
terms will be considered with reference to each supply circuit, i.e.
2go > ^xoo* These terms are obtained from the voltage and current values 
measured on the a.c. potentiometer. For the case when IgQ = 0 .6A,
IlOO « 0.6A, the variation of the impedance ZgQ is shown in Fig, 30.
While the change in this term is not very large, its phase varies 20°, 
giving larger variations in the R and X ooraponents, The effect of a 
phase angle change causes a 35$ change in the reaotance term and an 88$ 
change in th© resistance tern. These values being obtained with respect 
to the minimum values of % q  and Xgo* corresponding changes in the
1 G 0 - q/ s  terms are shown in Fig, 3 1 .  They are not so large as the 
variations in the lower frequency terms, as would be expected.
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From these resv-.lts it is seen that a change of relative phase angle 
oan also be wsed to alter the core impedance, which is presented to either 
supply, i.e. a variable imprda.-ce is obtained, whose value is dependent on 
the relativ- le .»e' e
60 6
Fig. 30. 
Variation of Zqq and its 
components,
forces,
JL
Fig. 31. 
Variation of Zioo
components.
Variation of impedance terms
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*50 = r*6A 1100 - n.6A
f
0 10 20 30 40
«*■**
£-ioot—io
r<p- 2,7 2,6 2.64 2,81 2.92
%50 4,5 4,34 4,4 4,68 4,86
% 0 2.92 2.6 2.02 1,67 1,78
X50 3,42 3 *48 3.90 4.36 4.52
^50 49°30* 53°20» 62°36» 69°12* 68o30*
E100 (100*) 3.2 3.75 3,07 2.82 2,27
Z10Q 5.70 5.8 5.5 5.05 4.95
R100 3.03 3.0 3.3 3,49 3.40
X100 4.82 4.97 4.41 3.64 3.59
f 50 80 70 80 90
% 0  (100*) 3.0 3.0 2.95 2,87 2,68
Z50 5.0 5,0 4.92 4.88 4,46
% 0 2.12 2,56 2,85 3.12 2,96
x50 4,50 4.31 3.98 3,75 3.32
^50 64°54* 59°12t 54°30 * 50° 48°12f
E100 (100*) 2,82 3,0 3.13 3,25 3,3
8r-1
63 5,05 5,35 5.6 5.8 5 ,88
R100 3.14 3.17 2.88 2.74 2,84
X100 3.94 4.32 4.80 5.11 5.16
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Flux distortion with change of phase angle.
The flux distortion which occurs when a core is subjected to sine
current conditions may be expressed in a variety of forms, but it is
important that whichever method is chosen should be most sensitive to
deviations from the sinusoidal condition* The usual measurement of
distortion in circuits is expressed by the form factor but, as is well
known, this term is very insensitive to harmonic content. In fact, a
50$ second harmonic term only causes an 11$ oha:^© in the form factor
from th© sinusoidal value. Additionally, of course, the effect of the
phase of the second harmonic tern can alter the form factor value,
since it is obtained from th© mean value of the wave.
Another possible measure of distortion can be expressed as
Total harraonlo content of voltage , This is a very useful ratio when 
mean rectified voltage
harmonic po er conditions ere being investigated, since it gives the
ratio of the error in the cor© loss (as measured on a.c. potentiometer)
to the true loss. In practice, these quantities cannot be measured
easily or accurately, due to 'the difficulty of measuring the mean value
and since the harmonic voltage is normally small, additional amplifiers
are required,
Th© standard definition for Distortion Factor is
R.m.g. total harmonic content 
Total r.ra.a. of the wove.
Sine© it is relatively easy to obtain these quantities accurately, this
ratio is considered suitable to express the distortion occurring under
combined magnetisation as the phase is altered.
The induced voltage wave across turns on one oor© Is given by
e « ©x sin@ >  sin (2 8- + oCg) + ........ + ©n ©in (n 6 + oCn)
then the dis torsion factor is given by
Df0=-
n st «3
d- *. 2's ^  en
n s 2 =  x 100
l ^  «n"
n B 1
Th® total r.ra.s. value of the induced voltage wave was obtained through­
out by the use of a vacuo junction and unipivot mater (see Appendix (o)).
The r.m.s, value of the fundamental voltage component %  was 
obtained from th© a.o. potentiometer results and henoe the numerator of
the above expression is given by
®r.m,s.- ~ ®1 
A typical set of results are shown below*
Iqq * 0 * 6A
7aluea obtained from test A* (Pages 86 and 87)
*100 ® °'6A
f 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
®r.m*s. 5.75 5.5 5.17 5.0 5.0 5.1 5.25 5.44 5.5 5.5/-
E50 2.7 2.6 2.64 2.81 2.92 3.0 3.0 2.95 2.87 2.26
% 5.04 4.85 4.43 4.14 4.06 4.13 4.3 4.57 4.70 5.02
Dfo 87.6 88.2 85.6 82.6 81.1 81.1 82 84.2 85.5 91.4
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The voltage values are obtained w , 1*, t. a 100 turn winding# The 
minimum distortion occurs in the region where the total loss is a 
minimum, i.e# ^ = 40°. This corresponds to the minimum value of total 
core flux density (see Figs# 32 and 33), The change in distortion 
factor as the phase angle is varied, is comparatively small.
80
2.0 LO
Fig.. 32* Fig. 33.
Variation o flux density Variation of distortion factor
components.
Test B.
A corresponding series of results were obtained for combined 
magnetisation at 50 and 150 c/s. A specimen set of results from one
of these tests is shown overleaf. The variation in the individual
loss components for the above case is shown in Fig. 34. The results 
from the complete series of tests are summarized in Figs. 35 «* 37,
*100 15 ^ ~ (cot + ft) + 1-34 sin 3 cot
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
ho * ai •0,271 -0,385 —0 ,44 •0.498 •0*545 •0*575 -0.595
+ 3*1 0,519 0,46 0,40 0,32 0.224 0,134 0.025
% 0  * a2 0,677 0,689 0,651 0.611 0.56 0,491 0.359
+ b^2 0,081 0,134 0,179 0.22 0.264 0,308 0,367
Voltage Factor 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
*160 * °1 0,606 0,606 0,606 0.606 0.608 0*606 0,606
0,067 0,067 0,067 0.067 0,067 0.067 0.067
% 5 0  * °Z 0,556 0,508 0,491 0,481 0.395 0.406 0.388
♦ jdg 0,645 0,688 0,766 0,813 0.905 0.934 0,933
Voltage Factor 20 20 20 20 • 20 20 20
*1*2 *  W 0,142 0*197 0,214 0.234 0,246 0.242 0.205
W50/oore 0,71 0,985 1,07 1.17 1,23 1.21 1.03
°1°2 * djdg 0,379 0,354 0*348* 0.345 0,299 0.300 0.298
W^go/oore 1.89 1,77 1.74 1.72 1.49 1.84 1.49
Wgo ♦ ^100 2*6 2,75 2,81 2,89 2,72 2.75 2.52
Bh*50 0,995 1,00 0,989 0*96 0,91 0.846 0.75
BjaLO0 0 5 0,415 0,443 0.467 0.49 0.494 0.491
0,93 0,956 0,98 0.99 1.0 0.996 0,98
▼400® V#ni*s* 24.3 28,4 25,4 25.4 25 24,7 23.3
Bddy loss/©or© 0,71 0.787 0.787 0.787 0.755 0.739 0.653
WT (hyat) 1,89 1,963 2.024 2.103 1.965 2.011 1.867
h a 15-
99, —
£ sin (cot + 0 ) + 154 sin 3 o:t
* 70 80 90 100 110 120
*60 + al -0.588 -0.54 -0,52 -0,46 —0.384 -0.29
+ 3*i -0.104 -0,205 -0.3 -0.384 —0,46 -0,50
% G  + a2 0.146 —0,041 -0.193 -0,292 -0.363 —0.41
+ 3*2 0.476 0.547 0,58 0.577 0.557 0.53
Voltage Factor 20 20 20 20 20 20
*150 * °i 0.606 0,606 0,606 0.606 0*606 0.606
+ 3 % 0.067 0.067 0.067 0,067 0.067 0.067
heo * °z 0,431 0.46 0.535 0.623 0.60 0.55
* 3*2 0.766 0.541 0,48 0.545 0.58 0,632
Voltage Factor 20 20 20 20 20 20
ala2 * *1*2 0.1365 0.0904 0.074 0.070 0.118 0,145
Wgo/oore 0.675 0.451 0,37 0,35 0,59 0.725
©leg + djdg 0.312 0.315 0.356 0,414 0,403 0.376
% 50/oore 1.56 1.57 1.78 2.07 2.02 1.88
W50 * W150 2.235 2.02 2.15 2,42 2,61 2.60
®m50 0.726 0,80 0,895 0.945 0.974 0,978
BmlSO 0*426 0.346 0*349 0,40 0,405 0.406
BmT 0*95 0.92 0.9 0*86 0.88 0.93
^400^ 20.7 20,5 21.3 22.7 23.3 24
Eddy Loss/core 0,517 0,510 0,548 0.624 0.660 0.702
W<j (hyst) 1.718 1.51 1.602 1.796 1.95 1.898
0.6A
P.6A
2.0
120*0 20 60 8040 100
Fig. 3 4.
Variation of core loss c o m p o n e n t s
3.0
W t,Iso=0.6A, [,50=0.45* each
0.JAO
WT, 15O=0tl A, 115o=0.3A, e < ] ch aione
0.3A
.W5Dj3lPjne_.IsafQ:3A __
0 60 8040 10020
Variation of total loss
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Variation of W 50
100 120
2.0
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Fig. 37. 
Variation of W 150
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Ihen th© cores are subjected to sine current combined magnetization 
at 50 and 150 c/s, similar results are obtained due to th© variation of 
the relative phase angle. For the same magnetizing force values larger 
variations are noted in the values of total loss and its two components, 
(Figs, 35-3?), As previously, the minimum value of th© 50-o/s loss 
con^onent occurs for the largest value of % 5q. The maximum value is 
obtained with a smaller value of 3.0Q-c/s magnetizing than in the previous 
case* This is attributed to a variation in the core impedance to the 
third harmonic of the 50-c/s flux wave, due to interaction in the core 
with the fundamental component of the 150-»c/s component.
The total core loss is greater for all values of f than the loss 
obtained under single low-frequency magnetization. The low-frequency 
loss component reaches its maximum value in the region (j?- 60°, which 
corresponds to the maximum value of the total magnetizing force. The 
minimum value of low frequency loss obtained when the core is operating 
in the saturated region is considerably les* t an the single frequency 
value, f'hen the core is not operating in th© saturated region, th© 
conditions for a reduction in loss are as given in Fart I.
It is seen that the core conditions with phase angle change are 
practically Identical for the two cases considered, i,e. 50 c/s,
100 c/s and 50 o/e, 150 o/s. Similar changes in core impedance occur 
as shown In Fig. 38,
It is usually stated that the effects of the eddy-current 
component of core loss upon th© hysteresis loop is to cause it to increase
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in area* retaining its same general shape* Th© resulting loop obtained 
being a ire a sure of the total cor© loss, Mo methods are available to 
obtain directly -die hysteresis loop only, when the core is cyclically 
magnetised at power frequencies unless a cor© material is used which has 
a negligibly small eddy loss (i.e. powder oor s. Ferrite, Gecallov etc.). 
Fro$ core data the eddy-currnt loss may be approximately obtained by the 
expression in appendix (d) , If this quantity is subtracted from the 
total core loss, the resulting core hysteresis loss is obtained. Then 
this is plotted to a base of phase angle (see Fig, 34) it is seen that 
th© true hysteresis loss varies in the same manner as the total loss bat 
with different numerical quantities. The loop expressions developed in 
Part I (on the assumption of no eddy current effects) will, therefore, 
give an Indication of total core loss conditions, Th© numerical values 
obtained will obviously be low but maximum and minimum values will be 
indicated at the phase angle values obtained when eddy currents are 
present. If the core constants used in Part I are obtained from an 
actual total loss test on th© cores, then the expressions will give 
results which approximate to th© total core loss,
Th© variation in th© impedance terms presented to th© supply 
currents are shown in Figs, 33 and 39. The variations in the components 
are very large (similar to the 50 and 100-o/s case, see Figs, 30 and 31), 
When the core is dissipating maximum total power, it Is presenting maximum 
% 0  component ( ^ - 40°). The maximum value of Zqq ocoura at the same 
phase angle as W50 minimum and the maximum X$0 occurs at th© same angle 
as th© maximum value of th© total power loss in the core. Similarly for
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the 150-o/s components, maximum Z15Q and X15Q occur between mxlmam W50 
( (f = 60°) and maximum WT ( (f « 40°). Conditions for the 150-o/s case 
are practically the exact opposite to the 50-c/s case, minimum X15q 
being obtained at the same phase angle as Xq q maximum, etc. The 
150-c/s components of X and Z change very rapidly for a small phase 
angle change in the range <f a 60 -*80°, nv©r the 20° the core impedance 
varies iron': maximum to minimum and thus gives a circuit which is extreme­
ly sensitive to phase- angle changes. It could be utilized in the form 
of a controlled variable impedance.
4 80 6
2 40 I
120804040 0
Fig, 39
Variation of Z and its Variation of arid its
components• components. ,
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Throughout all the tests, the cores are magnetized under sine 
current conditions, giving rise to a distorted flux wave* Since the 
cor© loss is dependent primarily on the values of the fundamental 
frequency terns of B and H, the same core loss will be obtained if 
the cores are subjected to sine flux conditions, the value of the 
flux component being the same as the fundarental frequency term in 
the distorted flux wave. The effects due to eddy currents will not 
cause much variation in the loss term, as the difference between the 
r«m»s« value of voltage induced in a core winding under sine flux con­
ditions to that under sine current, for the same .fundamental flux com­
ponent is
If it is assumed that the eddy ourrent loss is constant for given 
fundamental flux density components then, under sine ourrent conditions, 
the same core loss will be obtained if the fundamental flux components 
are identical. It is also assumed that there is no difference in the 
time effect of the core magnetization, when conditions are altered from
sine current to sine flux.
From the previous test for various values of phase angle and
✓readings• These results are given on Page 104and shown in Fig, 40, It 
is seen that, when the 1ower-frequenay magnetizing force .is large (igo - o,6A) 
the same loss would be obtained with a lower value of k* than k, I,o, when
) the factor k* is obtained from the a„c. potentiometer
0 20 40 f  60 80
Fig. 40.
Variation of k'for various values of k50 
(50.100 c/s)
— 1tf0.3A 
— I ^ 0 6 A
*0
\ •sX V XV \ N. \
mmm ___ 0 5 -- . ^ ^
x XX
“• -T- ,»* -
r 0.25
\
0 20 40 (p 6 0  8 0  100 120*
Fig. 41.
Variation of k for various values of ky,
(50,l50c/s)
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th© cor© is operating in the saturated region, th© flux density ratio 
**100 is smaller than the corresponding magnetizing force ratio **100
Wo~ Wo~
for th© same oor© loss at the same phase angle* The reduction in the 
ratio is even larger in the 150-c/s case, as shown in Fig, 41, 
Consequently under sine flux combined magnetization, relatively small 
percentage modulations will cause appreciable changes in core loss, 
Ihen the core is operating below the saturation region, the range of 
"k»” values are much closer to the corresponding t!k" values for the 50 
and 100-e/s case. Since most iron-cored circuits are designed to 
operate in th© “knee" region of the magnetization characteristic, it 
can be seen that even small harmonic voltage components in the applied 
voltage wave, can cause appreciable changes in th© core loss*
Variation of k* for fundamental components of flux 
density wave for given values of k, where Bi00 « k' Bgg
and %oo 81 k %()
x60 88 °*SA k*
k 0 10
f
20 30 40
1.0 0*590 0,631 0.575 0.502 0.475
0*76 0,495 0.556 0.542 0.479 0,421
0.5 0,395 0.411 0.42 0.357 0,302
0.25 0,24 0.211 0.171 0,136 0.110
IgO * 0.3A
1.0 0.590 0,647 0.700 0.751 0,643
0.5 0 ,42 2 0.471 0.535 0.596 0,55
B150 = k* B50
h150 ~ k % o
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I5O ~ 0,QA k1
X 0 10 20
f
30 40 50 60
1.0 0.417 .0,415 0*450 0.482 0,637 0*583 0.657
0*75 0.371 0,362 . 0*340 0*556 0.403 0,436 0,453
0,5 0.2,92 0.305 0.321 0.316 0.332 0,345 0,349
0,25 0.251 0.257 0,257 0,274 0*260 0 ,266 0.248
Ig0 « 0.3A
1.0 0.356 0.358 0,368 0,591 0,402 0,422 0*468
0.5 0,311 0.315 0,279 0,297 0*324 0.316 0*338
I50 e 0.6A k*
k <P
50 60 70 80 90
1.0 0.471 0,502 0.532 0.562 0,615
0,75 0.413 0,418 0,450 0*488 0.538
0.5 0,289 0.315 0.354 0.385 0.406
0.25 0,180 0.192 0.233 0*232 0.255
32 0.3A
1.0 0.520 0.504 0.520 0.546 0.618
0,5 0.391 0.362 0.366 0.377 0.423
Tvu
2.0
CD
0.5
100°800 40 6020
Fig. 42.
Variation of peak-peak flux density
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Fig. 43.
Variation of flux density
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Variation of total flux density
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Fig. 45.
Variation of flux density c o m p o n e n t s
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Fig. 46.
Variation of p e a k  magnetizing force
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X50 a 0.6A k*
k
70 80
f
90 100 110 120
1,0 0,587 0,432 0,390 0.423 0,416 0,415
0,75 0,456 0,382 0.327 0.350 0.352 0,356
0.5 0.341 0.275 0,248 0.264 0.289 0,304
0.25 0 , 244 0.189 - 0.081 0.194 0,255
*50 fi o # >
1,0 0.508 0.519 0.493 0,405 0.347 0.322
0,5 0.348 0,391 0.391 0.354 0,320
The variation of the flux density components at 50, 100 c/s and 
50, 150 c/s are shown in Pigs, 43 and 45,
The corresponding peak values of total cor© flux density for the 
latter case are shorn in Pig, 44, Due to the nnsyrnxnetrical loop 
obtained under combined magnetization at 50 and 100 c/s, the peak to 
peak valties of flux density are plotted in Fig, 42, The positive and 
negative peak values were individually obtained during the tests on 
the cores and are tabifLated for each core condition in the tables of 
results. The corresponding values for single frequency excitation are 
also shown on these graphs.
It is noted that the total flux density at 50 and 150 c/s reaches 
its maximum value in the region <P * 40-M300. For the largest value of 
Il50 the angle is 40°, Since the maximum value of the magnetizing 
force (see Fig, 46) occurs when » 60° the angle of lag between the 
peak values of B and H is clearly deraonstrated, This is similarly shown
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by the shift in the position of the minimum value of total flux density 
from <f* 0° a 120° to (f * 100° as the vuperimposed component is Increased. 
For the 100-c/s case the minimum value of magnetising force occurs at 
(f w 48° and it is seen that the minimum value of peak-to-peak flux 
density occurs at a slightly smaller angle,
the minimum value of B ^ q over the ran;_,e of X^go equal to the 
corresponding flux density value obtained under single frequency 
conditions. The higher the value of Iqgo ^ ie smaller is the value of 
(jp for minimum 50-c/s flux density^ this is also the condition for 
minimum 50-c/s core loss.
For both ISO and 100-e/s conditions the maximum 80-c/s flux 
density component is obtained with the largest value of superimposed 
magnetising force.
In both tests the graphs for the higher frequency flux density 
terms follow the same pattern as the total flux density* The effect of 
any increase in the higher frequency magnetizing force merely altering 
the magnitude of the components, their graphs keeping the same general 
shape* This is especially true for the case at 100 c/s.
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CHAPTER 5
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS OF CORE CONDITIONS,
To Illustrate the change in magnetizing force, flux density and 
core loss loop shape when the phase angle is altered, a series of 
oscillographio records * was obtained for the typical case of core 
magnetizing force h « 154,4 sin (cot + <f ) + 154,4 sin 3cot. (I50 s 0,6A, 
IqgO 55 0,6A),
This gives rise to minor loops for all values of <P since the 
magnetizing force wave is always re-entrant. It can be seen that the 
shape of the minor loop formed depends on its position w.r,t, the major 
loop. In the saturated region (e#g. <f « 0,-*30°) the minor loop has 
naturally a very small change of flux density with change of magnetizing 
force, but this doos not imply that the 150-o/s core loss will be a 
minimum (see Fig, 37), Over this region, the flux density waveform is 
almost flat-topped and practically constant due to the small flux- 
density change,
Hien the phase angle is increased further, the minor loops enlarge 
since they are now formed on the unsaturated portion of the major loop. 
The flux density waveform becomes peaky (over the region (f * 40°— ► 80°) 
and it is noted that when = 70°—> 80° the flux density and raac.no tizing 
force waveforms are practically Identical, indicating that the flux- 
denslty wave under these conditions is predominantly 50 and 150-c/a
-y.
For circuit details see Appendix (o).
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components. This suggests that the core is operating in a region of 
minimum flux distortion, A further increase of phase angle carries 
the minor loop up the steep portion of the major loop, where the flux 
density change is quite considerable ( « 80°— ►110°), The flux
density waveform is similar to that obtained when ( (f * 0^ -*-40°) and 
is almost flat-topped.
The total enclosed area of each complete loop is proportional 
to the oore-loss obtained for that value of • To enable the loop 
area to be converted directly to cor© loss in watts, a trace of the 
single frequency (50 c/s) loop was obtained for h « 154,4 sin 314t.
The loop area scale is 0.157 h/crn^ .
The core lcs_ values obtained by ttmeter measurements are 
compared with those from a measurement of the loop areas over the range 
of phase angles from 0 -►110o. The following results are obtained.
f 0 10 20 30 40 50
Wj from loop 2.12 2.12 2.25 2.3 2.68 2.26 W
Wy wattmeter 2.17 2.3 2.4 2,46 2 .46 2.46 W
f 60 70 80 90 100 110
Wy from 1 >op 2.3 2.2 1.84 2.19 2.38 2.1 W
W<n from wattmeter. 2.4 2.22 2.06 2.08 2.13 2.16 ¥
It must be remembered that the aoouracy of the loop areas depends 
on a number of factors:-
1) Integrating circuit to give flux density values from voltage 
wave •
2) Amplifier used for vertical deflection*
s
3) Optical system in camera
4) Developing and printing of the film.
It is usual to assume an overall error of 5/ due to these items. 
Hence from the above results it is seen that the loops truly represent 
core conditions under combined magnetization and do give an indication 
of the total core loss.
The oscillographic records show loop, flux density wav© and 
magnetizing fore© wave for the range of phase angle values 0° - 110° at 
10° intervals.
From the total loss loops it is seen that the minor loop area varies 
considerably over the rang© of phase angle values. It might be assumed 
that, when the minor loop area was a minimum, the 150-o/s component of 
core loss would also be a minimum. That this is not the case may be
shown by considering the components which cake up the total loop at the
two extreme cases of peak magnetizing force, 
h at hi sin cat + h3 sin 3cot
and h » hi sin (cot + 60°) + hg sin Scot 
for the case when hi a hg * 154.4 AT/m,
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h = 154A sin (cot + <p ) + 154*4 sin 3cot
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h = 154,4 sin (orb + (p ) + 154,4 sin Scot
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h = 154,4 sin (cob + (P ) + 154,4 sin i it
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For the simple case of a loop obtained when a magnetic core is
subjected to a single-frequency sinusoidal magnetizing force, i t  has
5
been shown by Thompson that the hysteresis loop can always be 
analysed into a harmonic series of closed curves, corresponding to 
the various terms in  the analysis of the fiux-density wave. The 
series of closed curves takes the form of a harmonic series of 
Lis^ajous1 figures whose enclosed areas are a l l  zero except the 
fundamental sine-term. The effect of the fundamental cosine-term 
causes the fundamental e llipse  to be non-orthogonally placed but to  
possess the same area as the orthogonally plaoed e llip s e , due to  the 
sin© term only.
Under conditions of combined magnetization* the loop obtained 
from the 50-c/s component of the magnetizing force and the to ta l 
core flux density w i l l  comprise a series of Ligsajous* figures as 
above. A ll these figures have zero area except the fundamental sine 
terns, whose area is  proportional to the 50-o/s core loss.
S im ilarly , when the loop is  obtained from the 150-o/s component of 
magnetizing force, the loop area is  proportional to  the 150-c/s core 
loss.
The sura of these two loop areas must equal the to ta l loss loop 
since i t  is  b u ilt  up from these two components only.
Typical loop components are shown for h* = 154,4 sin wt + 1' 4,4 sin 3wt 
and h” = 1-34,4 sin (cot + 60) + 154,4 sin Sot and the corresponding areas 
obtained by planimeter. I t  is  seen that, as would be expected,
%  *  % 0 + ‘Wjgo since there is  no flow of harmonic power in  the supply
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c irc u its . The corresponding single frequency loop obtained when 
h « 154.4 sin cot is also shown for comparison.
Loop areas
*50 *150 *50 + *150 wT
(i) 6.2 20.3 26.5 27.0 era2
(ii) 16.5 16.5 33.0 32 cm2
From the above, i t  is seen that the. minor loop area i t s e l f  is  
no indication of the 150-c/s core 1 'ss, since when ^ = 0  the minor 
loops are smaller than when ^  m 60, while the corresponding 150-o/s 
core loss value is  greater when <p = 0.
Single frequency magnetization
- 1X6 -
CORE LOSS LOOPS
h = 154,4 sin wfc + 154,4- sin Stub
Uf , Bx; Aroa^Wx
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CORK LOSS LOOPS
h = 154.4 sin (ojt + 60) + 154 sin Scot
% , B«j*| Area YJip
H50* BTi A rea<  W50, %*o» BT* Area 15
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A s im ilar series of core loss loops are shown fo r the case of a 
core magnetising foroe defined by’
h «  ^  sin (cot + <p ) ♦ h.2 sin 2o)t 
Du© to the presence of an even term in  the magnetizing force, the 
loop w i l l  be unsynmietrical about the orig in , and have on© minor loop 
forraed. The phase angle <f must be altered 180° to repeat identical 
cor© conditions, but the form of the loops obtained over the rang;©
0 -►9G0 are the same as 90* **►130° in  area. The loop for « 100° is
* O
the same as y » 10 when viewed a fte r  180° ro ta tion , Accordingly, a l l  
core conditions can bo visualised from B, H and loop traces over the 
rang© 0° -► 90°, I t  is  seen that t ie  flu x  density waveform follows 
the same general shape as the magnetizing force wave, and contains a 
large percentage of even harmonics,
I t  is seen from the loop traces that the minor loops are well 
formed near the tip  of the major loop, while fo r intermediate values 
the minor loop is only ja s t formed in  some cases. Since k = 1 for 
th is  condition of core magnetisation, the magnetizing force wave is  
re-entrant fo r a l l  values of (f , (see also Part I ,  Chapter and the 
flux-density waveform is also seen to be re-entrant throughout the 
rang© of phase angle. For (ft » 0 , 76° and 90° the flux density wave 
is only ju st re-entrant due to the formation of the minor loop on the 
portion of the major loop which is almost horizontal, giving a 
resultant small charge in  flux from a large magnetizing force change.
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The core loss loops, flux density and magnetizing force waves
are shown on Pages 120 and 121 for the case
h a 116 sin (cot + f ) + 116 sin 2 cot for the phase angle range 
0 — **90° at 15° intervals* The corresponding single frequency core 
conditions are shown below for the same magnetizing forces, 
i.e. h = 116 sin 314t
and h = 116 sin 628t.
Single frequency magnetization conditions.
50 c/s alone. 100 c/s alone.
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h = 116 8in  (c t + <p ) + 116 sin t.
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h m 115 sin (wfe + )  + 116 sin 2o.rt
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The components of the to ta l loop in  the two extreme oases, i*e#
ht *  hx sin cot + hg sin Scot
and h” « hX sin (cot + 45) + h2 sin 2cot
corresponding to the maximum and minimum value of peak to peak
magnetizing force are shown on Page 123 and 124.,
The re la tiv e  areas of the loops (which were a l l  obtained to the 
same scale) are tabulated below.
Loop Areas
*60 *100 *60 + *100
(i) cm2 13*6 10.4 24*0 23.8
(ii) cm2 6,3 12*4 18.7 19.0
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COKE LOSS LOOPS
h = 116 sin cot + 116 sin 2o)t
/
Bfi Areao< WgQ H100> BT) Area W100
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GOEL LOSS LOOPS
h a 116 sin (wt + 45°) + 116 sin 2ojfc
Area
% 0 * B80» Area^W50.
H100. Bt j Area «. % » •
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CHAPTER 6 
HIGH FREQUENCY TESTS,
Effects of the variation  in frequency of the superimposed 
magnetising force upon core loss and fla x  density values 
of the low frequency component*
This series of tests was carried out a t high frequency values which 
eliminated the effects of the phase of each component. In addition, since 
the two sources used, the 50-c/s supply and © high frequency source, were 
not locked together in  any way, the actual position of the minor loops form­
ed would not necessarily be stationary w ,r , t ,  the major loop. I f  the high 
frequency value is  not quite an exact multiple of the low frequency 
component, the minor loops w ill d r i f t  slowly round the ra j or loop, Lhen 
the d r i f t  is  arranged to be very slow (0,5 c /s ), an inspection of the 
meters in  the c irc u it w i l l  show i f  tbere is any appreciable phase e ffec t. 
Above a ra tio  of fo r the frequencies of the applied magnetizing forces, 
the effects of phase change are no longer s ign ificant.
The 50-o/s and the high frequency magnetizing forces were maintained 
constant as the frequency was varied.
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xest* i.»
I5Q = I),6A, = ®» 2At . ,t!, % >  =
1 «,*
109.2,
/
Rhf = 36.4
High frequency o/s 500 750 1000 1500 2000 3000 5000
*50 81
0*535 0*587 0,588 0,587 0.584 0.591 0.587
+ 0*005 0*01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00
V50 a2 0*661 0.660 0*666 0.664 0,660 0.655 0*638
0*897 0,902 0,907 0.90 0,902 0,913 0.894
Voltage Factor 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Vgo (40Dt) 11 *14 11.14 11.21 11,18 11,18 11,25 11.0
®a50 0,825 ' 0,825 0*83 0.826 0.826 0.834 0.814
Vf (400^) 11,00 11,05 11,05 11 *05 11.05 10.8 10,8
Bjjjj 0*816 0.816 0.816 0,816 0,816 0,80 0,80
®X»2 + hi"bz 0*390 0,395 0,391 0.392 0.386 0.337 0.376
^SO/Qore 0.975 0*988 0,977 0,978 0,965 0.97 0.940
I50 exact ••t \k'0 0.587 0.588 0,587 0.584 0.591 0.587
0.6
1.0 0.4
u
s
£
0.5 0.2
150
5^0
Vso
1000 2000 5000 4000 5 000 c/s
Fig« 47.
Variation of W50 with frequency.
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Fig. 47 shows the variation of these components with frequency. 
Over the frequency rang© 500 - 3000 o/s the results are practically 
constant, Hence it say be assumed that under the above conditions, 
frequency variation of the high frequency component does not cause any 
variation in the low frequency components.
It is, therefore, sufficient to carry out a further series of 
tests, at one value of high frequency component only. The value 
chosen is 1450 c/s, which was obtained from a high-frequency alternator# 
The low frequency magnetizing force was maintained constant and 
the high frequency value varied over the range, 4,55 - 127.5 AT/&,
(i.e. Xftf * 0.025A — K).7A)« Readings were obtained for "the l.f. core 
loss, BjpSO end A series of results was obtained for different
values of Hqq in the range 27,3 -►127.5 Al/m. (l§o* 0.15A ♦0.7A),
A set of results for one of these tests is shewn overleaf.
The complete results are shown graphically in Figs. 48 and 49.
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Core « a-,ne0i26ti n at 50 c/s and 1-150 o/s 
I50 = 0,?A 50-e/s circuit 11309
% 0 = 127 AT/m 1450-o/s circuit 3602, 0.25|iF
Xhf 0 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0,5 0.6 0.7
0 9.1 18.2 36.4 54,6 72.8 91 109 127
150 * ai
0.691 0,694 0.693 0.694 0.693 0.693 0,691 0.691 0.692
+ J»>1 0.018 0.018 0.017 0,017 0.016 0.016 0,015 0,015 0.015
^80 + “2
0.30 0 . 311 0,318 0,310 0,2.94 0,274 0,256 0.236 0,216
+ d^a 0.491 0.50 0.511 0,546 0,575 0.599 0.618 0.633 0.640
Yoltage
Factor 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
ax&2 + Bl*>2 0.216 0*225 0.229 0.226 0,213 0,20 0.186 0.173 0.159
Wgo/cor© 1.08 1.125 1,145 1.13 1,065 1.0 0.93 0,865 0.795
Y50 (400^) 11.7 11.8 12,06 12,6 12,9 13.16 13.4 13.50 13.5
BmS0 0*864 0,871 0,89 0,93 0.953 0,97 0.99 0,995 0.995
Yj (400^) 10.5 10.7 11.1 11,9 12,45 12,75 13.2 13,34 13,85
0.776 0.79 0.82 0,818 0.92 0.94 0.975 0.985 1.02
or
e
0.8
109
819o
•A
54.6
1201000
Fig. 48.
Variation of W ^ w i t h  H hf for values of H so
1.2
0.8
0.4
H50 
Fig. 49.
Variation of W 50with H50tor values of H hf.
/
^ > 54.5
91
l<
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y V v
'V
>»
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Fro;.: Fig, 48 it can do seen that the 50-c/s core loss for a 
constant value of Hg0 varies considerably as the value of Hh,f, is 
increased. The extent of the variation increases with the value 
of H50 and from the graphs, it is observed that when H50 = IE? Nl/m 
the -50-c/s oore loss increases to a maximum when = 22 AT/m, and
thereafter decreases as the high frequency magnetizing force is 
increased. It should he noted that the core-loss value decreases 
below the value obtained when * 0 for the case considered, As
the l,f, component is reduced, the maximum loss value occurs at higher 
value of Hh.f,, indicating that the phenomena is dependent on the 
shape of the hysteresis loop for the material. It is, therefore, 
seen that the total peak magnetizing force must be sufficient to carry 
the core material beyond the knee of the magnetization characteristic, 
to enable the reduction to occur. It must be borne in mind that the 
total cor© loss does not show any reduction, since the high frequency 
source supplies power to the core, which increases as Hh.f, is inoreased. 
The effect involved is a phase change of th© fund ament al component 
of the flux wave, with, respect to the applied magnetizing force. From 
Fig, SO it is seen that B50 continues to increase in magnitude when Hh.f, 
is inoreased, but the in-phase component of it decreases when the oore 
reaches the saturated region. The quadrature one continues to increase 
as shown in the results.
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J O S
Brn*0__-— ------
------ — -—
*1*
_ .  - y f . '.  M-------
JW [. . .
Bm5o
—  H»rl27ATjlT»
—  Hjo=82AT/m
40 Hh.t, 80 120 AT/m
Fig* 50.
Variation of flux-density components.
If th© fundamental components of B and H are related by the complex 
operator p* (the complex permeability) where 
p* * |pf| (cos# ~ j sin 6 )
* s " M “ S^Wlo• * n, II
(where }X* = |JJXq )
• 1 .
f 8 Ei + NAB for a coil of N turns and resistance R and I « §  H
^  V « I (R + -Sji | )
= i (ft + j w Q )
1
* *
The impedance of the winding may b© written as
!?2a
g s I s (E + sin B )
* H2A a+ j 041,p0 “y~* cos £7 ,
As the measurements are obtained from a secondary winding then
' H2a a H2A
& sb 04UI0 -y- S^n ^  + 3 (Wo 1 cos *
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The "effective resistance”, :! 8 tc hysteresis and eddy <r;rrent* 
losses will be reduced by a reduction in sin# , i.e. $ decreasing. 
This implies that the core-inductance should increase under these 
conditions* From the test results, when the low-frequency core-loss 
Is decreasing the cor© impedance is still increasing, since VgQ is 
increasing.
It is suggested that the permeability angle may be altered in 
th© saturated region due to the action of the high frequency 
components of magnetising force acting on the magnetic domains.
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CHAPTER 7.
HARMONIC POKIER.
Th© results obtained for th© high-frequency tests were taken on 
the assumption that the magnetizing forces were sinusoidal, i.e. 
h a hi sin cot + hn sin nwfe
To obtain this condition, it Is usual to insert in the circuit 
a large valu© of resistance to give sine current conditions* For 
the circuit under test, care is required to prevent errors arising 
due to the flow of harmonic power* In any non-linear element 
energized from a source which has a finite resistance, the following 
relationship is true for th© practical condition of sine current or 
sine voltage excitation*
Power supplied to element at fundamental
frequency « Power dissipated in element 
+ power dissipated in circuit hy harmonic 
components generated in the element.
The alternating current potentiometer gives a measure of the power 
at fundamental frequency* This will not be a true indication of the 
core-loss if any harmonic power is flowing. For the case of sine- 
ourrent excitation, the voltage across the windings on the core will 
contain harmonics and, if the circuit impedance is small, they will 
cause corresponding harmonic currents to flow, i%en this occurs, the 
magnetizing force waveform is no longer sinusoidal and hence tie assumed 
conditions of magnetization are not satisfied.
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If tne magnetizing force applied to the core is maintained constant 
and the exciting impedance altered, the change in the input power to the 
core will be a measure of the magnitude of the harmonic power flawing.
If no change occurs in the input power as the impedance is altered 
through wide limits, it may be assumed that the input power to the specimen 
does not contain any component associated with harmonic power flow.
Two tests were carried out on the circuit as shown in Fig, 51,
Test I, The cores were energized from the 50-c/s circuit only, The
current was kept oonstant throughout and the circuit components were 
altered as below*
To enable a large value of series resistance to be used, a high 
voltage is required. This was obtained from a 5-kVA, 2000/l00~Y, 1-ph 
transformer (T*6), which was energized from a variable voltage supply, as 
shown in Fig, 51,
The high-frequency circuit which was not energized, was closed 
through Q,25{iF and 3302 in series. (These were the values used in the 
second test).
i
240-V O
5 0-c/s o  
supply q 3
R L
o  1
||§ J M a ]
025pF L s "
|  gh.t 
c o
T.6.
Fig, 51,
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Test 1.
2*50 500 1150 2000 1150 20002
L50 0.66 0 0 0.66 0*66 1
iso * ai
0,501 0.595 0*595 0,587 0*60
+ t o -0*206 -0.02 -0,002 -0,105 -0,052
750 + *2 0,43 0,321 0*305 0.376 0,342
+ t o ,273 0*396 0.408 0,345 0.384
Voltage Factor 20 20 20 20 20
*1*2 + *>1^ 2 0.185 0.183 0,180 0.185 0.186
iso 0,598 0,595 0.595 0.596 0,601
BS0 0.754 0.754 0.754 0.755 0,76
The high-frequency circuit vms open-circuited to ensure that no 
current was flowing in it due to slight magnetic unbalance between the 
two corest the results obtained when R » 5002, L » 0.66H were 
Vqq • 0*43 + j 0.273 » 0.509V 
ISO * 0,561 - j 0.206 = 0.596A 
Voltage Factor 20
##. ala2 + ^1^2 * 0.1849 
This compares with 0.185 obtained above, showing that the h.f, 
circuit impedance is large enough to prevent any l.f* current flow.
From th© results of Test 1, it is seen that when the 50-c/s 
circuit comprises an air—cored inductance of 1.66H and a resistance of 
5002, -the oore loss value does not alter when the resistance is more 
than doubled, and shows a change of 0.54^ w.nen it is increased founold..
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It should be noted that th© current value obtained from the a.o, 
potentiometer results for R « 200C£is 0.8/ greater than th© value for 
R « 11509, This would tend to increase the cor© loss In th© former 
case, Henc© the 0,54$ increase noted above is due in part to the 
slight change of oireuit current. From these results it is seen that, 
when the 50-o/s circuit has an air-cored inductance of 0.66H in series 
with a resistance greater than 5009, the effects of harmonic power flow 
are so small as to be considered negligible.
Test 2,
Th© circuit was connected as for Test 1 with the high frequenoy 
supply obtained from th© alternator, the current being maintained 
constant throughout at (),3A. The 50-o/s current was kept constant at 
0.6A and the following results were obtained as the 50-o/s circuit com­
ponents were altered.
R, Q 500 500 1100 2000 2000
L. H, 0 0.68 0,66 0.66 0
150 * al 0.592 0.559 0,587
0,601 0.597
+ jbi -0,055 -0,209 -0.107 -0.06 0
Vso + Rg 0,56 0.476 0.405
0.366 0.315
* 0,479 0,368 0,444 0,481 0,513
Voltage Factor 20 20 20 20 20
ala2 + \ h2 0,1866 0.191
0,190 0,1911 0.188
% ) 0,932 0.954 0.950 0.955
0.94
*50 0.594 0,596 0,596
0.604 0.597
®50 0,887 0.888
0,888 0.891 0.89
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The results of Test 2 show that, when the core is subjected to 
combined magnetization, the effect of harmonic power in th© source 
impedances m y  he neglected when circuit components as detailed in 
Fig* 51 ©re used*
As a further obeok, the super! .posed test was repeated with a 
large value of resistance in series* The 50-c/s core loss was measured 
and compared with th© results previously obtained* This showed that, 
over the rang© of high-frequency current, the results of the two tests 
did not differ by more than 1/*
From th© foregoing testa it is seen that errors due to harmonic 
power flow are so small that they m y  he neglected*
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CHAPTER 8
t-wmrmtMion n/m cn
As shown in Fart I, Chapter 7, th© induced voltage wave contains 
M m m i Q ®  of tli» supply frequencies and nfj and, additionally, certain 
Intermodule tion products, To determine th© magnitude of all these oca**
poner.t©# the cores wore energised in th© notsml isaaner from SO-©/*} end 
180*o/s supplies# Th© wattmeter current ©oil was dlsoonneoted .from the 
core circuit and energised from a variable frequency oscillator* The 
voltage ©oil m s  nonnested across a 400-turn winding on one core, -hen 
the oscillator frequency is just . ©low or just above a harmonlo 
©opponent in the voltage wave, the wattmeter pointer will oscillate* By 
adjustment of the oscillator frequency the scudotsa pointer deflection 
can b© easily read; this value is' proportional to the harmonic 
component,
Th© cores war© energised under the condition
% G  * 0*8A# Xi5o * 0#46A (f» 80°)
Th© wattmeter current coil m s supplied throughout this tost at a constant 
current (0*1A) from th® oscillator# The foil wring were measured t«*
1) Voltage components across on® oore# i#e* w attaaeter voltage coll
t*t
mrom 4/001 winding*
2) Components across so-c/s supply terminals, y voltage coi.1 across
800* }*
3) Components across 150—0/s supply terminals, (voltage ooll across
8001\),
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Results obtained* (Tnese readies are proportional to the voltage
componei ts).
f 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 e/8
Voore 1 0.23 0.27 0.16 0,15 0.11 0.07 0.01
* 5 0 0*49 0,08 0.11 0.25 0,15 0,05 0.06
V150 0.13 0,5 0.24 0,08 0.07 0.08 -
Since th© two cores are not subjected to the same conditions of
magnetisation (Core lj h = sin (orb + 60) t hg sin 3ojt,
Cor© Z§ h » hx sin (oJt + SO) - I13 sin 3o)t), the results of l) cannot be 
directly compared with 2) and 3)* It must also be noted that there is 
a factor of 2 in results 2) and 3), due to the voltage coil being across 
two 400^ windings in series*
f e/a Core 1 (A) V50 Y150 Y50 + *150 (B)
50 A-S-F 0,23 2A 0,49 -2(E+F) 0,13 2A-2(E+F) 0.62 0,31
150 -S(C-hJ-G) 0,27 -6(C+J) 0,08 60 0,5 -6(C+J-G) 0,58 0,29
250  ^5(D+f£-F) 0,16 10(E+K) 0,11 -10F 0,24 10(D+K-F) 0,35 0.175
350 —7 (K-B-Ii) 0.15 -14K 0,25 14(B+L) 0.08 -14(k-E-L) 0,33 0.165
450 9(J~M) 0,11 18J 0.15 -18M 0.07 18(J-M) 0,22 0.11
mo i i (l-»w ) 0.07 -22N 0,05 22L 0,08 22 (Mi) 0.13 0.065
650 1 m 0.01 2 m 0,06 26KT 52N 0.06 0,015
750 15P - m - 30F m - -
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Referring to equations 69, 70 and 71 (Part I, Chapter 7), the 
numerical values may he identified proportionally with the coefficient 
values obtained under the assumption of single-line magnetization 
characteristic# The numerical values of the coefficients for Core 1 
are given in column A of the table. The corresponding values obtain­
ed from the summation of coefficient values for Vqq and VqgQ are given 
in column B. It is seen that, due to the effects, of hysteresis and 
eddy currents, the 50-c/s coefficients differ by 22%, the 150 c/s by 
7% and the higher orders by less than this figure* This would be ex­
pected sine© the B - H relationship is now a double-valued funotion of 
H, and consequently the operating points for given magnetizing force 
values in each cor© will give in one case a larger aud In the other a 
smaller flux density value than obtained from a single line characteristic * 
Bue to the non-linearity of the B - K relationship, the flux changes in 
the two cases or the same magnetizing force are not equal. Additionally, 
due to the loss term, the flux change will be greater in the practical 
case. This Is borne out by the results on Page 139, Since the basic 
harmonic terms due to each component of magnetizing force have practically 
vanished by the 5th, th© coefficients at 350, 550 and 650 o/s are caused 
principally by the intemodulation terms.
The corresponding harmonic components obtained under single- 
frequency magnetization for the same magnetizing force values are given 
overloaf*
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Values obtained across 400^ winding*
f I 50 150 250 350 450 750
50 c/s 0.6A 0.2 0.1 0,03 0*005 m m
150 o/g 0.45A - 0.34 . - 0,07 0,005
Comparing these results with those on Page 139 for the same 
individual magnetizing force Tallies, it is seen that the coefficients 
are increased under combined magnetization, except for the 150-e/s 
value which is reduced, due to the presence of the intermodulation 
terms J and G. The variation is shown when coefficients A*, C* and 
D* for single frequency magnetization (Part 1, Chapter 7) are compared 
with the corresponding ones in the table on Page 139, i.e. .(a-E-F)j 
(C+J-G) and (D+K-F). The actual numerical variation depends on th© 
oore constants a, b and c and the values of hi and hg.
Xt should also be noted that under combined conditions, the 
magnitude of the 150-c/s voltage component appearing across the 50-c/s 
supply (30 + 3J) is 160 of the 50-c/s value (A) in this test. 
Similarly, th© 50-c/s voltage (E + F) across th© 150-c/s supply is 26% 
of th© 150-c/s value (3G), Without the back-back connection of units, 
the corresponding values (obtained from Page 189 (V00j.e i results) are 
110/ and m %  respectively. Due to the relatively large percentage of 
50-c/s and 150-c/s voltage components appearing across the 150-c/s and 
50-c/s supply units with the back-back connection, it is necessary to 
ensure that the supply current waveforms are sinusoidal.
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The preceding method of test o&n be used to obtain th© harmonic 
components in the current waveform supplied to the cores* If the watt­
meter voltage coil is now energized from the oscillator and the current 
coil inserted in the supply circuit, the peak wattmeter readings 
obtained as the oscillator frequency is varied wiil be proportional 'to 
the current harmonics*
The following results are obtained when the voltage coil is 
supplied at 5? arid the core energized at Igo * 0.6A and I^gQ a 0.6A,
f  * 0.___________________________________________________
Frequency IgO components Xl50 components
50 0*560 0.001
150 0*001 0,60
250 • -
500 - -
From the above results it is seen that th© core is supplied 
under .practically perfect conditions of sine current excitation since 
th© individual harmonic components in the 50-o/s and 150-c/s current 
waves are less than 0*2$. The same result was obtained with (f * 60°* 
As the exciting current values are reduced below 9,6A by the 
insertion of circuit resistance, the harmonic components are further 
reduced* Heno© it can be stated that under all test conditions, 
variation of IgQ and Iqgo in the range 0-** 0*6A, and change of relative 
phase angles, the cores are subjected to sine current ir&gnetization*
The harmonic content being less than 9*2/* can be negleoted*
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS
When an iron circuit is subjected to combined magnetization at two 
frequencies whloh are integrally related, the core loss whioh is obtained 
cannot be directly estimated from single frequency test results. In 
addition to the variation in loss from single to combined magnetization 
conditions, the relative phase of the two magnetizing forces affects the 
magnitude of th© core loss obtained. If the ratio of the frequencies 
is greater than 5tl, then this further complication due to phase becomes 
so Small that it may be neglected,
Th© cases which have been considered in greatest detail are those 
where the phase effect is of significance. For two frequency 
magnetization, this occurs when the frequencies are related in th© 
ratio 1*2, YJhlle this case is of greatest interest theoretically, its 
occurrence in practice would be restricted to iron cores used in 
rectifier or other circuits where the fundamental and even harmonic 
components of magnetization are present. Combined magnetization 
occurring due to the frequency ratio 1*3 is very common and lenoe the 
results for this test are really of greater interest. In both cases, 
th© general conclusions are the samej the total cor© loss under com­
bined conditions is greater than either of the components when acting 
alone. The variation of the total core loss is not so great as the 
variation in th© lower frequency tern. An increase of 200# on the
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minimum value of the low frequency cor© loss is not uncommon as the phase 
angle is varied. The individual loss terms under combined conditions do 
attain values less than those obtained under single frequency conditions 
over a range of phase angle values. For other phase angles they are 
greater than the single frequency values. The minimum of the lower 
frequency loss components occur in the region of minimum peak-peak 
magnetizing force. This same region coincides with th© maximum value of 
the higher frequency loss term. Similarly, for the maximum value of the 
low frequency term the applied magnetizing force reaches its peak value, 
giving rise to th© minimum value of higher frequency core loss. It is
seen that this causes the overall variation in total oore loss to be 
reduced.
The variation of the higher frequency loss term is small when com­
pared with the lower frequency one, when « E^, but as th© high 
frequency tern is reduced with respect of , the high frequenoy loss 
variation increases slightly .till % f  » %p, thereafter decreasing to
zero as Hif is reduced. These general conclusions are obtained when 
th© cor© is being operated at or beyond th© nkneeB of th© magnetization 
characteristic. This, of course, is the usual region of operation for
iron-cored circuits.
When the core is operating below the "knee” region, slightly 
different conditions are obtained. Under combined magnetization th© 
low frequency loss is now always greater than the single frequency 
value for th© same low frequenoy magnetizing component. The total loss
for all phase angle values is greater than the sum. of both the loss 
components obtained from single frequency tests. A reduction in the 
low frequenoy loss is obtained only over a very limited phase angle 
change and with small values of the higher frequency term*
Since it is the lower frequency loss term variation which is of 
greatest interest, the general requirements to obtain this loss value 
under combined conditions to he less than th© single frequenoy value 
are* i) For small low frequency terms (below the nkneen of the 
characteristic), the higher frequency term should be small (
U )  For operation at or above the knee region, the larger the high 
frequency term the greater is the possible reduction in low frequenoy 
loss term (with correct relative phase angle),
l%en th© frequenoy of the superimposed component is inoreased 
so that the phase effect is no longer of significance, it is seen 
that, provided the oore is operating beyond the ’knee” region, the low 
frequency loss term is reduced. As the high frequency magnetizing 
force Is inoreased, the low frequenoy loss continues to be reduced.
Of course, the total loss continues increasing due to the relatively 
large increase in the higher frequency term.
Th© use of the back-back method of core connection has been 
justified in theory and practice to give the desired oore csagnetization 
conditions and, when used in conjunction with the special supply 
circuits, errors due to harmonic power flow are kept to a minimum.
The work considered in this Thesis has dealt entirely with single* 
chase cor© magnetization conditions. It is, of course, obvious that 
a further wide field of work is available to investigate multi-phase 
connections under conditions of variable phase combined magnetization.
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Since the completion of this experimental work, the author has 
started to consider the most practical case of th© above, namely three"* 
phase combined magnetization. This is of importance in practice, since 
in general the supply voltage applied to transformers etc# does contain 
various percentages of harmonic components, causing a change in core loss 
from the calculated values obtained on the assumption of sinusoidal flux 
conditions. The same general conditions are again observed as the 
relative phase angle between the two components of magnetization is 
altered. It is soon that, if it is possible to oontrol the relative 
phase angle between the components, an appreciable reduction in cor© 
loss is obtained. It is hoped in th© very near future to publish the 
results of these three-phase tests.
Up to this point, the magnetic material has only been considered 
to b© subjected to two-frequency magnetization. It is obvious that 
this ©oiild b© extended to three- and perhaps four-frequency conditions* 
The back-back method can still be used, but th© number of identical 
cores must be inoreased. A typical practical case, which could then be 
fully investigated, is the core loss occurring in a smoothing choke in a 
rectifier circuit. The magnetizing force would comprise a d.c* term 
and the appropriate even harmonic terms.
From the foregoing, it is seen that th© subject matter of this 
Thesis deals only with a very restricted field of the general case of a 
magnetic material subjected to combined magnetisation, but is hoped in 
th© future that other approaches may be investigated.
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Appendix (a)
Measuring Circuits 
l) Alternating current potentiometer
The a,c, potentiometer was used to measure voltage and current 
quantities throughout the tests and from these values the power loss was 
readily obtained.
Under combined magnetization conditions it was necessary to
measure, for a given magnetizing force, th© voltage and current quantities
at two different frequencies. These measurements were all required as 
nearly simultaneously as practicable. Since the a.o, potentiometer 
normally available consists basically of on© in-phase and quadrature ?dre 
supplied at one frequency, say fq, it was necessary to assemble a switch­
ing system which would change over the supplies to th© measuring wires 
from to nf^. Du© to the change of frequenoy, the circuit components 
in series with the quadrature wire also require to be altered.
The circuits which require switching; are -
1) Input to supply transformer
2) Detector circuit
3) Quadrature wire components
4) Test input.
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Alternating Current Potentiometer Circuit,
The complete circuit diagram for the potentiometer circuit is 
shown in Fig, 52, The supply voltages to this unit were obtained from 
Variac transformers> which enabled the wire currents to be adjusted to 
the standard value* A mutual inductance was inserted in tr.e in-phase 
wire to check that there was a 90° shift between 'the two wire voltag* s* 
Any discrepancies were adjusted by variation of tr.e R ** 0 components in 
the quadrature wire, When -this check was being carried out, the 
terminals ai &2 were connected to th© test voltage terminals fq or f2*
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For the 50-o/s tests th© potentiometer was standardized to give 
IV/wire, while for the 150-c/s tests it was 0.51/Wire or lv/wire, depend­
ing on th© voltage available from the 150-c/s source. Throughout th© 
experimental results the wire voltage is stated where it differs from IV, 
The wire current values for each case were obtained by th© normal 
method of d,c, calibration against a Standard Cell,
The detector used for the 50-o/s case was a standard vibration 
galvanometer which could be tuned over the frequency range 20 - 60 c/s. 
Great care was taken to ensure that it was sharply tuned when in use, As 
no suitable vibration galvanometer was available for the other test 
frequencies, a Baldwin electronically operated null indicator was used. 
This unit could be tuned by suitable external capacitance but even under 
these conditions was not sufficiently frequency sensitive, ■ To increase 
this, a selective amplifier was inserted between the potentiometer and 
the detector, thereby increasing the overall accuracy of the potentiometer 
results, Th© detector circuit under these conditions is shown 
schematically in Fig, 53,
From djc. Selective N ull
potentiometer amplifier ind icator
Fig* 53,
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Theory of measurements from potentiometer results.
1 • Amplitude of magnetizing To roe components.
The potentiometer is used to measure the r«m*a# value of the 
alternating voltage developed across a standard resistance in the 
energising circuit* In this way, the two current values 1^  and In are 
obtained*
The amplitudes of the components of the core magnetising force 
are then,
where D is the mean oore diameter*
2* Amplitude of fundamental component of flux density*
The components of tho induced voltage Ex and En in a winding of 
Hg turns on the specimen are obtained from the potentiometer results* 
It is usually necessary to insert a potential divider between the 
specimen terminals and the potentiometer* The voltage faotor K (*l) 
introduced by it roust be taken into account as below*
Let measured voltage at fx be 
E£ - «2 + jb2
hi - and h„ =
c
Voltage at specimen terminals «
• •
* Bx s '^2
¥.44T fx U2A
and similarly for Bn*
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3* Iron Loss in specimen,
The losses in hysteresis and eddy currents can be readily obtained
from the current and voltage readings*
Wl » *jj_, (®la2 ♦
and Wn « (o^Op + d^dp)
K’Kg
In the test results 1^ » In * 100 and Kg » 400, except where stated other­
wise*
• Total iron loss in specimen under combined magnetisation «
* •
Kx f &xa2 * *1*2 + * dld2]Hg I 1 K* J
From the core weight (0*639 kg) the iron loss in w/kg can be 
readily obtained.
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Appendix (b)
Supply Units
From idie theoretical and experimental work in the previous Chapters, 
it is evident that the supply units required are of a rather special 
nature* The essential requirement that the supply frequencies must be 
synchronised to one another suggests that mechanically coupled alternators 
would be suitable* The ideal set would comprise a synchronous motor 
driving al tematoxs with various numbers of pole-pairs depending on the 
frequencies required. The requirement of relative phase change between 
the supplies could then be obtained by rotation of the stator of each 
alternator, A set of this nature would require to be manufactured 
specially and accordingly other methods must be sought. Electronic 
circuits oould b© used to obtain (by frequency division) the synchronised 
voltages required. Those would then each require power amplifiers and 
phase shift cirouits, ^hile this method could b© used, the large number 
of components required and the possibility of poor waveshape and 
inaccurate determination of phase change caused it to be put aside in 
favour of the following methods,
1* 50-o/s SUPPLY TIM IT,
This was the basic frequency used for the excitation of the 
reactor cores and was obtained from the corporation 50-o/s supply.
To enable phase effects to be investigated, this supply was obtain­
ed through an O.SkVA Zenith phase-shifting transformer capable of 1 180° 
rotation. The requirement of a high-impedanoe source was obtained by
connecting the 3-ph phase-shifting transfer er in star-star and 
inserting a duiany load of 3 adjustable equal resistances in its secondary 
circuit. The circuit under test was connected in series n&th one of 
these resistances at the star-point, to prevent any large voltage to 
neutral developing in the metering and oscilloscope circuits. The com­
plete circuit diagram of this supply unit is shown in Fig, 54,
3-ph — O K ftn -.
i0</s — r a m .
415-V _____
supply -J U W rL - 
Phase-!
transformer Test circuit
Turns ratio hi
Fig, 54,
50-o/s Supply Circuit,
2, IQO-o/s SUPPLY M I T ,
To obtain a high-impedance source at the above frequency, looked 
to the SO-c/s supply, a 1-ph alternator and a 3-ph synchronous motor 
coupled together were used.
Details of machines,
1) 2kVA, 220V, 1 ph, 50 c/s, 3000 r/m, Alternator (M$$)
Stator resistance 2502 
Rotor resistance 0,42
2) 2 h.p., 38OT, 5.3A, 3 ph, 50 o/s, 3000 r/m, Synchronous ftotor (M69)
Stator resistance 3*62/ph 
Rotor resistance 2602
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Theory of Operation,
The 3-ph synchronous motor is "ran up" as an induction motor from 
th© 50-c/s supply and then synchronized in the normal manner. The stator 
winding of the 1-ph alternator is energized from a d,o, source and the 
rotor 50-c/s output voltage observed. To enable 'the 1-ph machine to run 
as a synchronous motor, a supply voltage is selected to give zero phase 
difference between it and the rotor voltage. The numerical value of the 
rotor voltage is adjusted by variation of the excitation, Wien correct 
voltage conditions are obtained, the 1-ph machine can now run as a 
synchronous motor and the supply to the 3-ph synchronous motor can be 
disconnected. To provide a suitable synchronizing torque, an inductance 
should be inserted in series with the rotor of the 1-ph machine. If two 
of the supply leads to the stator of'the 3-ph machine are interchanged 
and the supply reconnected, the resulting rotating will be in the
reverse direction* The rotor winding of this machine, which is rotating 
at synchronous speed In the forward direction, will have a voltage induced 
at twice the supply frequency.
The number of turns on the rotor grinding was large in comparison 
with the stator winding and consequently the induced voltage on open- 
circuit at 100 c/s tended to be dangerously high. To protect the 
insulation of the rotor windings, a non-linear resistor (Metrosil) was 
connected across the siip-rings of this machine.
The 100—o/s winding impedance obtained by this method was very 
high, which satisfied one of the requirements for the sine-current tests
on the cores.
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3-ph
30*0/5 ■ 
supply.
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>.— nnfa */?*
-V— iTJo£T> c.o. 2.
S4 Moving coil 
regulator
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C.O.I.
IOOc /s l t
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o w n
S.R.
b c H  
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S.R.
A
B
-/vy=L.250V
Fig, 55.
100-o/s supply circuit.
3. iso-c/s imiT.
The non-linearity of the magnetization characteristic for core
materials enables a 3-ph supply to b© used to give a 1-ph output. The 
7 - 9
basic circuit consists of © 3-ph transformer* whose star-connected 
primary winding is energised from a balanced 3-ph supply. The flux 
density in the core- is higher than the normal value, with the result 
that a large third harmonic current will flow in the secondary winding 
which is in delta. If the delta is opened, the third harmonic current 
cannot flow and hence a third harmonic component of flux and phase 
voltage will result.' This voltage will appear aoross the open delta. 
Vtfhen a load is connected across it, power will be supplied ©t the 
desired frequency.
" All triplen components will appear in the output wave, but the 9th 
and above are normally so small that they can be neglected.
ac
co
-c
u
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To obtain suitable values of third harmonic voltage, three 
identical 1-ph transformer cores were used. Tapped primary windings were 
on the cores as obtained, and a coranon secondary winding linking all three 
was applied in the form of two 150 turn coils. A 3-ph core type trans­
former with 3-Ugged core is nob suitable for this application, since the 
third harmonic fluxes which are in-phase in the 3 legs must find a return 
path through the air. This high reluctance path tends to suppress the 
3rd harmonic fluxes.
The impedance of the source should be as high as possible to 
restrict the flow of harmonic currents from the circuit under test.
Due to slight magnetic differences in the three cores, a small 
voltage at fundamental frequency may appear across the secondary winding.
To cancel out this small voltage, the primary turns may be adjusted by
the various primary tappings as indicated in Fig. 56.
Primary phase winding
1 - 2  50$ turns
2 - 3  25$
3 - 4  15$
4 - 5  8$
5 - 6  2$
Total primary tums/ph « 938 
” w resistance/ph « 14,38
Secondary 150T 22 SWG DSC 5.18 
150t 24 SWa DSC 8.58
Fig. 56.
Details of primazy phase winding.
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ftuou ld  the vn ltag®  o rgionwut n o t he e n t i r e ly  $ ^ppressed
by adjustment of the p r im r y  tap?Ingef variable reels tors were eonneeted 
In series with each winding to give the final cd Jnstsitents (Fig# 57)# Xi 
ffiust be realised that the resletenoe Inserted was small, otherwise the 
primary voltage tteroas the eindin&a would be distorted# The 3-ph supply 
to the tmit nets obtained from a movlng-ooil regulator to enable the 15^-e/a
oarapcmerib to  be eas-.ly varied*
Moving-
coil
regulator ISO c/sVariableresistors
3-ph 
50 c/s 
supply
Fig# 57
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Appendix (o)
X. Single Frequency - Excitation,
To enable the results obtained under combined magnetization to be 
camps red witfo the single frequency condition, separate tests were carried 
out for various values of sinusoidal magnetising force at 50, 100 and 
150 c/s.
The circuit was connected as shown in Fig, 58, The windings, 
which were not energisod, were open-circuited.
The variation of the individual coro-loss values are shown 
graphically to a base of magnetising force in Fig, 59, The variation 
of flux density components with magnetizing force is shown in Fig, 60, 
These values are used for comparison with conditions under combined 
magnetisation in Chapter 4,
2, Calibration of valve voltmeter to read peak flux-density values. 
Under conditions of combined magnetization, the induced voltage 
wav© obtained across a secondary winding on the specimen can be ro-cnirant 
which prevents the use of the moving coil rectifier voltmeter to obtain
W/
Co
re
I50c/s
4.0
I00c|s
50c|s
I40At /i120100
Fig. 59.
Variation of single frequency core loss
mr
E
QD
0.4
I40AT|12010040 m
Variation of flux density components
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the maximum flux density value.
Accordingly, the actual peak value of the flux wave was measured 
by means of a calibrated valve voltmeter. The flux wave was obtained 
xrom the standard R « C integrating circuit. Tilth a perfect integrating 
circuit of this type the voltage across C would be zero, i.e. R » 00 *
As this is an impractical oase, it is usual to make R as large as
possible and amplify the resulting voltage obtained.
In the circuit shown (Rig* 61) an amplifier with a gain of 100 was 
inserted between the integrating circuit and the valve voltmeter. The 
amplifier input impedance was approximately 21852, so that the integrating
circuit was not loaded by the measuring oirc its.
Valve 
voltmeter
Fig, 61.
The valve voltmeter readings were calibrated against a moving-eoil 
rectifer meter (774, 0-50?) for single-frequency core magnetization,
Bm « 0.0738 x V^q qT (f = 50 o/s).
Calibration.
774 Valve Voltmeter Factor
6.2 11.2 0.554
8.9 16.1 0,554
9.5 17.1 0,555
The valve voltmeter scale ih a tor is taken as 0,555• 
•# Bm « 0.0738 x 0.555 x V.V.
« 0.0408 V.V. weber/m2_______________________
A/W*
Ampli tier
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3* e^asurem-..nt o± the r.m.s-. voltage Induced- In the -secondary windings 
of the cores,
When the cores are energized under sine-current conditions, the 
induced voltage waveform is non-sinusoidal and, hence, to obtain its 
r.m*s# value a thermal instrument was used# To prevent loading the 
secondary winding, a vaouo-junction was used with a unipivot mioro- 
ammeter, which had a square-law scale, thereby enabling a direct reading 
to be obtained# Resistance was inserted in series with the heater 
circuit of the vacuo-junotion. To obtain various voltage ranges this 
series resistance was altered as given below.
Details of Vacuo-Junction# (LV 8953/43),
5mA Heater resistance 93,12 
Cathode 92
Details of meter 
Cambridge Unipivot 
Eesistance 102 at 2Q°C 
Full Scale 120 divisions
To <J.c. potentiometer
Fig. 62.
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With the circuit connected as overleaf, the values of R were 
obtained for various voltage ranges from a d.e, calibration, using the
d.c, potentiometer#
Meter full scale 
voltage 5 10 20 40 60 80 V
Additional
Resistance, 2000 4090 8300 16900 25000 33900 2
4, Observation and recording of hysteresis loops.
To enable the loss loops obtained under conditions of combined 
magnetization to be inspected a cathode ray oscilloscope was used. The 
X-deflection was obtained proportional to the core magnetizing force and 
the Y-defleotion proportional to flux. In this manner, the loss loop 
was obtained on the b/tbe screen, which could be photographed,
Details of Oscilloscopes,
Gossor Double Beam Oscillograph, Model 339,
This unit was used to obtain the loop traces. The frequency
response curve of the amplifier used to obtain the vertical deflection 
is shown in Fig. 63. It is seen that a flat response is obtained over
the operating range 30 -►104
!
I
CL
63.
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The flux density and magnetizing force waveforms were obtained 
using a Oossor Model 1035,
Magnetic Deflector Coils,
To obtain the horizontal or X deflections, pairs of magnetic 
deflector coils were fitted to the Model 339 oscilloscope. The
following pairs of coils were wound to give suitable deflections for 
a wide range of current values: 60* and 60*, 40* and 40*, 15* and 15*,
10* and 10*, The eight coil leads were brought out to a terminal 
board on the side of the oscilloscope to enable them to be connected in 
series aiding or opposing depending upon the deflection required and 
the current available. This circuit could be inserted by an ammeter 
switch in series with either of the supplies to the test cores or the 
total current to them. In this way, horizontal deflections proportional 
to In, hn or $«p were obtained.
From secondary 
winding on 
s p e c i m e n
Fig, 64,
The standard H - C integrating circuit was used to obtain a 
voltage proportional to the core flux. The amplifier input impedance 
was approximately 2M9 and hence its loading effect on the R - C circuit 
may be neglected.
Negative 
feed-back 
amplifier 
(gain = m)
C.RjO.
Y-plates
Yr• • Instantaneous current in R-C Circuit = £-
t
* * Amplifier input voltage 3 J vr dt 2: v dt
.* . . .
* * Voltage applied to Y plates of oscilloscope
-  w l T dt
As the value of R is increased, for a given value of Ct this 
circuit gives a closer approximation to J*edt but, simultaneously, the 
voltage across C decreases, requiring an amplifier with a larger gain. 
This is liable to introduce additional errors due to phase shift and 
it i© usual to compromise between voltage across C and amplifier gain*
In the circuit used experimentally, R » 24k2, C = and the
amplifier gain, which was adjustable, approximately 100—► 200, This 
circuit gives the ratio ^ 2. « 3,3% at 50 c/s. Due to the relatively 
large inaccuracies (5/0 introduced in the photography and developing 
of the loops, this integrating circuit is quite satisfactory. 
Photographic Procedure,
The hysteresis loops were recorded using a Cossor Camera Model 
427 and the flux density and magnetising force waveforms on a Model 1428 
camera. The 35 m*m, film used was Ilford 5B52 with an exposure time of 
1 second. The developed film was enlarged and printed onto B.G,4 paper.
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Appendix (d)
Derivation of eddy current loss under combined magnetization#
Assume a thin plate, of thickness t and width b, the thickness being 
small in comparison with the width* The plate carries a flux 
B * sin ot + Bgm sin Swt + * . , sin not. The flux density is 
assumed uniform over the cross section and the flux parallel to the axis 
of the plate. The reaction of the eddy currents on the inducing field 
is neglected since an approximate expression only is required,
Consider lm axial length and 1m width of plate. For an elemental
pa til with sides x m from the centre of the plate and depth dx, the flux
enclosed in lm width of path is
2x x 1 x B « 2x sin cot + Bga sin 3cat + • • • • )
and the e,m#f, induced in this path is
ex * 2x (Bi^ sin cot + sin Scot + , • • )
If the end portions of the path are neglected, then the eddy current is
Hence eddy current loss in this path per metre length and breadth of the 
plate is
» 2x & (Bim cos o)t 4- 3 cos Scot + , , • )
The r,m,s, value is
*  J 2 *  t x f a j  +  9 B 3 J  + ■ ■ ■ ■  )dx
f ( measured in P-m)
• w 
•* •
loss per metre length and breadth of plate
t■* ** •jr
illl2., ih -n, + jp.^2 + » * *1 *2 dx
X a 0 *1
- Xs fs t° (Bl 2 + 9Bs 2 + . . . )
33.
6-{
t \  Loss/ou.m. = f2 t2 (Bl/ * 9BSn2 . . .) (a )
6-f
How a voltmeter measuring r*m*s, quantities (see Appendix (d)} 
when connected across a winding of N turns on the core, area A, will 
read Er#m#s#
Since e » HA (B)
“ HA (Blm sin ^  + BSm 8ln ^  * • • •)
a NA&> (Bxra cos cot + 3Bgm cos Scot + * • ♦)
* E„ m _ « HAto fl 2 . Q« 2~, * r*ra*s, yBxfi + 9Bgm ♦ * * „
. [b-, 2 + 9B3 2 = AjL 'E, m yj . m HAo r*ra,s*
Eddy current loss/cu.m* from (A)
2 ^  fg t2 Er.m.s.2
6f N2A2{i)2 
t2 2
a, X2 ^  N2a2 ^r#i»*s#
Hence the eddy current loss under conditions of combined 
magnetization can be obtained from core constants and the r*ro*s* voltage*
(In the above analysis, ihe flux density wave comprised only odd harsnnic 
while this is the more practical case the result is quite general and hoi 
for even and odd harmonics*)
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Eddy current loss for cores used in tests,
Lose/ou.ra. * Er,m.s,2
12 f
<8.66 * IQ-*)2 ________________________  EZsm.8.
12 x 20 ^10^ x io^ x 16 x ib1 x 174^'¥'IcrB'
* 14.7E2
Losb/c.c. » 1.47 x 10-5 Bg
Core yoltua©s '= ® * 82 e.e.
D 7,8
^   ^ Eddy current loss/core « 1^1 x 1CT8 ^r.sue, (400t)
